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Dear Readers, 

Greetings and a warm welcome to the next edition of Sugar 

Asia Magazine!

The past 3 months have been exciting for us as we were 

privileged to participate in Sugarex Indonesia 2015 on 15-16 

April at Surabaya, Indonesia and Sugarex Vietnam 2015 on 

10-11 June at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. This event had allow 

us to learn more about the region’s vibrant sugar industry 

and allow us to extend our circulation of magazines outside 

Thailand. 

I feel even more thankful for being able to meet and conduct 

an interview session with Mr. Papon Chutinuntanakul, 

Managing Director of Real Soluplus Co., Ltd who shared with 

us his experience and passion in the Sugar industry.

This month’s whopping coverage of sugar news would also 

bring more knowledge to all readers! Our team at Fireworks 

Business Information (FBI) Thailand is dedicated to ensuring 

you enjoy your read every month! For any interesting 

articles pertaining to the sugar or ethanol industry, please 

feel free to share it with us here! 

Cheerios!
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Regional  News Regional News

The executives of the Three Thai Sugar Mill 
Associations are meeting with major client 

groups in Indonesia to bolster cooperation 
among ASEAN sugar allies and business and 
financial ties, as well as promote technical co-
operation for the development of the ASEAN 
sugar industry to accommodate the imminent 
AEC market. At the same time, the sugarcane 
and sugar industry in Thailand has set to im-
prove its production and strengthen the entire 

industry.

Mr. Sirivuthi Siamphakdee, 
Chairman of the Public Relations 
Team of the Three Thai Sugar 
Mill Associations, revealed that 
the Associations’ executives, 
along with Thai sugar millers, 
are traveling to Indonesia late 
this August to reinforce the 

ASEAN sugar alliance between Thailand and 
Indonesia. At this meeting, the attending Thai 
and Indonesian entrepreneurs will exchange their 
insights into the development of sugarcane, sugar, 
and related products as well as the discuss how 
to further promote business, commerce, and 
investment cooperation in anticipation of the 
advent of the AEC in 2016.

The biggest client of the Thai sugar industry, 
Indonesia imported 1.7-1.8 million tons of Thai sugar, 
most of which is raw sugar to be refined into white 
sugar for domestic consumption. It is expected 
that once the AEC sugar product market opens, 
the sugar trade between the two countries will 
expand.

“Indonesia is considered our major ally 
and the biggest economy in the region, with a 
high level of economic growth. As Indonesia is 
not producing enough sugar for its consumption, 
it relies on an annual export of 3-4 million tons of 
sugar. This trip will help enhance our relationship with 
our partner nation. We see this as an opportunity 
to meet the demand of Indonesian consumers and 
work together towards strengthening the sugar 

industry in the ASEAN,” said Sirivuthi.
At the same time, the Thai sugarcane and 

sugar industry is prepared to elevate the industry’s 
standards to accommodate the imminent advent 
of the AEC market. Each sugar miller is working to 
improve their production e!ciency after experts 
on sugar mill production e!ciency from Australia 
has been invited to impart their insights in hopes of 
reducing production loss and improving the quality 
of the sugar to satisfy consumer needs.

The Thai sugarcane and sugar industry 
has aimed to reduce production loss from the 
estimated 10% to approximately 4-5%. However, 
to achieve the goal will require sugarcane farmers 
to supply the mills with quality sugarcane and, in 
turn, require these mills to improve their e!ciency 
and increase their sugar productivity. Every party’s 
serious commitment will eventually help cut costs 
for sugarcane farmers and mills as well as increase 
incomes from sugarcane cultivation and sugar 
production, bolstering the entire industry.
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ďėĤİċĜġġĞİĉėİęĩĖ� ĕĦġĎėĕĳğŖøěĦĕėĭŖıõŕđŐĦĖĲėûûĦč 
ğěĥûęĈõĦėĞĭāİĞĩĖĳčõėĤĎěčõĦėĐęĨĉ�ıęĤĒĥĆčĦøĬćĔĦĒ 
čĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�İĒīĸġĉġĎĞčġûøěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėöġûęĭõøŖĦ

ċĥĹûčĩĹ� ġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖöġûĴċĖ 
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ďėĤĕĦć�6N7ų�üĦõİĈĨĕċĩĸĕĩďėĤĕĦćİõĨčõěŕĦ�3<ų�ġĖŕĦûĴė 
õķĉĦĕ�õĦėĈĽĦİčĨčõĦėİĒīĸġĳğŖĎėėęĬİďőĦğĕĦĖĈĥûõęŕĦěčĥĹč 
ĉŖġûġĦĜĥĖøěĦĕėŕěĕĕīġþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖĳčõĦėčĽĦĐęĐęĨĉċĩĸĕĩ
øĬćĔĦĒüĥĈĞŕûİöŖĦğĩĎĳčĲėûûĦč�ġĩõċĥĹûĲėûûĦčõķĉŖġûĒĥĆčĦ 
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ċėĦĖĴĈŖĕĦõöĪĹč� üĤĞŕûĐęĈĩĉŕġĔĦĒėěĕöġûġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ 
ċĥĹûėĤĎĎĕĩøěĦĕİöŖĕıöķûĕĦõöĪĹčġĩõĈŖěĖ^

Thai Sugar to Join Force 
with Indonesia for 
ASEAN Alliance
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OCSF Forecast 111 Mil. Tons of Crushed Sugarcane 
and Further Sugar Price Slump
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Mr.Arthit Wuthikaro, Director of the 
Department of Industrial Promotion and 

Chairman at Office of the Cane and Sugar Fund 
(OCSF), revealed that the OCSF had approved 
a budget of two billion baht to aid farmers, 500 
million baht of which will be allocated to help 
farmers implement drought-combating measures 
such as creating small water sources, drilling 
groundwater wells, and setting up dripping 
irrigation systems. Each farmer can request a 
loan of no more than 500,000 baht, although 
only 200,000-300,000 baht will suffice for 
most. The budget is expected to help over 
1,000 farmers.

In addition, the OCSF approved 1.5 billion 
baht as loan for sugarcane harvesters, with each 
loaner eligible for not over 10 million baht, in 
order to cut cane harvesting costs and alleviate 
labor shortage problems. A sugarcane harvester 
made in the country usually costs approximately five 
million baht, while an imported counterpart 
normally costs around ten million baht. The loan 
program is projected to benefit at least 150 
farmers. 

“If cane farmers collectively need more 
than 500 million baht to prepare for droughts, 
the budget amount can still be extended by 
500 million baht more. The loan has the interest 
rate of only 2% and can be paid in installment 
over a period of six years. Loan granting will 
be considered by a committee, which will be 
appointed and will comprise representatives 
from various parties such as the OCSF, cane 
farmers, sugar mills, and the Bureau of the 
Budget,” said Arthit.

Mr.Pichai Tangchanachaianan, Secretary 
of the OCSF, stated that despite severe droughts 
this year, the amount of sugarcane that will 

be sent to crushing mills is still 
estimated to reach 111 million 
tons cane, exceeding last year’s 
105 million tons cane. Because 
of the government’s incentive 
measures that encourage farmers 
to raise canes in areas that are 
not conducive to rice growing as 
well as the Ministry of Industry’s 
approval for the establishment 
of many new sugar mills, sugar 
mills have support farmers in 
growing more sugarcane, and as 
a result, the sugarcane cultivation 
area currently totals 10.53 million 
rai. Also, although the dry spells 
have a"ected cane cultivation, 
the impact has not been severe 
because sugarcane naturally 
requires little water.

Global sugar prices are at 
around 11-12 cents/pound, lower 
than last year’s 15 cents/pound, 
and the prices are expected to 
remain relatively low for over 
the next 1-2 years because of 
global sugar stocks are still quite 
high and the global demand is at 
168 million tons/year while the 
produced amount, 176 million 
tons/year, slightly exceeds the 
demand. However, in the next two 

years, the sugar demand will rise and outstrip the 
global production capacity as China will import 
more cane and sugar for ethanol production.

čĦĖġĦċĨĉĖř�ěĬĆĨøĤĲė�ġČĨĎĈĩõėĕĞŕûİĞėĨĕġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ 
ĳčĄĦčĤďėĤČĦčõėėĕõĦėõġûċĬčġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ� 

İďŌĈİĐĖěŕĦ�õġûċĬčģ�ĴĈŖġčĬĕĥĉĨİûĨčİĒīĸġþŕěĖİğęīġİõĝĉėõė 
üĽĦčěč�4�ĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċ�ıĎŕûİďŝčõĦėþŕěĖİğęīġİõĝĉėõė 
ėĥĎĕīġĔĥĖıęŖû� 7<<� ęŖĦčĎĦċ� İĒīĸġčĽĦĴďĞėŖĦûığęŕûčĽĹĦ 

öčĦĈİęķõ� õĦėöĬĈİüĦĤčĽĹĦĎĦĈĦę� ėěĕċĥĹûõĦėěĦûėĤĎĎ 
čĽĹĦğĖĈ�İďŝčĉŖč�ĲĈĖüĤďęŕġĖõĭŖĴĕŕİõĨčėĦĖęĤ7�ıĞčĎĦċ� 
ıĉŕĞŕěčĳğāŕıęŖěüĤĳþŖėĦĖęĤďėĤĕĦć�4N5�ıĞčęŖĦčĎĦċ�
øĦĈěŕĦüĤĞĦĕĦėĊþŕěĖİõĝĉėõėĴĈŖĕĦõõěŕĦ�3�ĒĥčėĦĖ�
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3<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ� İĒīĸġęĈĉŖčċĬčĳčõĦėĉĥĈġŖġĖ�ıęĤıõŖďśāğĦ
öĦĈıøęčıėûûĦč� ĲĈĖğĦõİďŝčėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖċĩĸĐęĨĉĔĦĖĳč 
ďėĤİċĜüĤĕĩėĦøĦďėĤĕĦćøĥčęĤ�7�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ıĉŕĊŖĦİďŝč 
ėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖüĦõĉŕĦûďėĤİċĜüĤĕĩėĦøĦďėĤĕĦćøĥčęĤ� 3< 
ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ÿĪĸûøĦĈěŕĦüĤþŕěĖİğęīġİõĝĉėõėĴĈŖĴĕŕĉĽĸĦõěŕĦ 
37<�ėĦĖ

ZğĦõþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖĞčĳüİûĨčõĭŖėĥĎĕīġĔĥĖıęŖûİõĨĈ�
İďőĦğĕĦĖ�7<<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�õķüĤöĖĦĖİĒĨĸĕĴĈŖġĩõďėĤĕĦć��
7<<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ÿĩĸûěûİûĨčõĭŖčĩĹüĤĕĩġĥĉėĦĈġõİĎĩĹĖİĒĩĖû�4ų��
ėĤĖĤİěęĦĐŕġčþĽĦėĤ�8�ďō��ĲĈĖüĤĕĩõĦėĉĥĹûøćĤõėėĕõĦė�
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üĦõõġûċĬčġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�ĐĭŖıċčþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖ�ĐĭŖıċč�
ĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�ıęĤĐĭŖıċčĞĽĦčĥõûĎďėĤĕĦć�İďŝčĉŖčZ  
čĦĖġĦċĨĉĖř�õęŕĦě

čĦĖĒĨþĥĖ�ĉĥĹûþčĤþĥĖġčĥčĉř�İęöĦČĨõĦėøćĤõėėĕõĦė 
ġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ� Oõġč^P�õęŕĦěěŕĦ� ıĕŖĳčďōčĩĹüĤİõĨĈ 
ĔĥĖıęŖûġĖŕĦûėĬčıėû�ıĉŕüĦõõĦėďėĤİĕĨčďėĨĕĦćġŖġĖöĥĹčĉŖč 
øĦĈěŕĦüĤĕĩġŖġĖİöŖĦğĩĎďėĤĕĦć�333�ęŖĦčĉĥčġŖġĖ�ĞĭûõěŕĦ 
ďōċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦċĩĸĕĩüĽĦčěč�3<7�ęŖĦčĉĥčġŖġĖ�İčīĸġûüĦõĕĦĉėõĦė 
ĞŕûİĞėĨĕöġûėĥĄĎĦęĳčõĦėİďęĩĸĖčĒīĹčċĩĸĴĕŕİğĕĦĤĞĕĉŕġõĦė
ďęĭõöŖĦěĕĦďęĭõġŖġĖ� ėěĕċĥĹûõĦėċĩĸõėĤċėěûġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ 
ĴĈŖġčĬĕĥĉĨĳğŖĉĥĹûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęİĒĨĸĕġĩõğęĦĖėĦĖ� ċĽĦĳğŖ 
ĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęęûĴďĞčĥĎĞčĬčĳğŖİõĝĉėõėďęĭõġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč 
ċĽĦĳğŖĕĩĒīĹčċĩĸďęĭõġŖġĖĞĭûõěŕĦĳčöćĤčĩĹċĩĸĕĩġĖĭŕ�3<^75�ęŖĦčĴėŕ 
čġõüĦõčĩĹ� ıĕŖĔĥĖıęŖûüĤõėĤċĎĉŕġõĦėİĒĦĤďęĭõ�ıĉŕõķĕĩ 
ďėĨĕĦćĴĕŕĕĦõ�İĒėĦĤİďŝčĒīþċĩĸĉŖġûõĦėčĽĹĦčŖġĖ�

ĳčĞŕěčöġûėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčĉęĦĈĲęõčĥĹčöćĤčĩĹĕĩėĦøĦ 
ďėĤĕĦć�33N34�İÿķčĉřaďġčĈř�ĉĽĸĦõěŕĦďōċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦċĩĸĕĩėĦøĦ�
37�İÿķčĉřaďġčĈř�ıęĤøĦĈěŕĦėĦøĦġŖġĖüĤĖĥûøûĉĽĸĦĉŕġİčīĸġû 
Ĵďġĩõ�3N4�ďō��İĒėĦĤĞĉķġõčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčĉęĦĈĲęõĖĥûĕĩďėĨĕĦć
ĕĦõıęĤĉęĦĈĲęõĕĩøěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėčĽĹĦĉĦę�38:�ęŖĦčĉĥčaďō�� 
ıĉŕĐęĨĉĴĈŖ� 398�ęŖĦčĉĥčaďō� İõĨčøěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėİęķõčŖġĖ 
ıĉŕċĥĹûčĩĹĳčġĩõ�4�ďō�öŖĦûğčŖĦøěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėčĽĹĦĉĦęüĤİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč 
üčĞĭûõěŕĦõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉġŖġĖċĥĹûĲęõ� İčīĸġûüĦõďėĤİċĜüĩč 
üĤčĽĦġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęĴďĐęĨĉİďŝčİġċĦčġęİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč^
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Mr. KrisdaMonthienvichienchai, CEO and 
President of MitrPhol Group, revealed that 

the company has allocated this year’s budget 
of 18 billion baht for investment across every 
business group. Most of this budget will be 
dedicated to increasing the production capacity 
of its sugar mills and renewable energy 
businesses as well as overseas investment. 
However, despite a number of investments, 
the Group currently has no plan to raise its capital 
by becoming listed in the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand as it still has enough capital to expand 
its business and the potential to take loan from 
financial institutes.

The investment budget is divided into 
several chunks, with 159 million baht dedicated 
to the cane promotion and development business 
group, 8.07 billion baht to the sugar business 
group (with 7.8 billion baht set aside for capacity 
expansion of mills in the northeastern region 
and 205 million baht for marketing activities), 
and 2.9 billion baht to the wood replacement 
material business group.

The renewable energy business group 
will obtain 3.94 billion baht. The construction of 
the 45 MW MitrPhol bio-power power plant in 
Kalasin and the MitrPholKalasin 2 biofuel ethanol 
plant with a production capacity of 82 million 
liter/year will be allotted 2.7 billion baht, while 
the other 1.24 billion baht will be invested in a 
9.9 MW power plant powered by expired rubber 
woods in the south, a 2 MW solar farm in an area 
that cannot grow cane, and 9,000 ton of fodder 
yeast per year.

The budget set for overseas investment 
is worth 2.74 billion baht, with 2.1 billion baht 
allocated to investment in China to increase the 
amounts of cane transported through transfer 
stations to 270 tons/day in 2015 from 134 tons/day 
in 2014 as well as expand the capacity of power 
plants in China to 64 MW from the previous 32 
MW. The other 600 million baht will be spent on 
expanding the capacity of cane crushing to 536 
tons/day from the current 503 tons/day.

Krisda added that the company has set 
the operating performance for 2015 at 89 billion 
baht, an increase from the 84 billion baht in 
2014. This projected rise is a result of the increased 
cane crushing amount of 20.67 million tons/year 
compared to 20.13 million tons/year of 2014 as 

well as the company’s amplified sugar production 
capacity of 2.4 million tons/year against the 
previous capacity of 2.3 million tons/year.

However, sugar prices have been projected 
to remain low and have shown no sign of rising, 
putting pressure on the company’s income. 
Currently, the sugar price on the market is 13 
USD/pound, causing the company’s income 
in the past1-2 years to grow at a relatively low 
rate at 7%/year, a significant decrease from 
the 20%/year rate from 3-5 years ago. Despite 
negative factors on sugar prices, the weakening of 
the baht as a result of the decrease of the policy 
rate has significantly boosted the growth of the 
company’s export. As for 2016, the company’s 
income is projected to reach 100 billion baht, 
which is faster than previously expected as this 
was a rate the company predicted to achieve 
in 2017. 60-70% of the income will derive from 
the sugar business, while the other 30-40% will 
be obtained through the company’s renewable 
energy business group.

čĦĖõĘĝĂĦ�ĕčİċĩĖėěĨİþĩĖėýĦĖ�ďėĤČĦčİüŖĦğčŖĦċĩĸ
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ĲėûĴēēőĦĕĨĉėĐęĴĎĲġNİĒĦİěġėř�üĥûğěĥĈõĦĠĞĨčČĬř� 
67�İĕõĤěĥĉĉř�ıęĤĞėŖĦûĲėûûĦčĐęĨĉİġċĦčġę 
ĕĨĉėĐę�ĴĎĲġēĭİġęõĦĠĞĨčČĬř�4�õĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉ� 
:4�ęŖĦčęĨĉėĉŕġďō�ĲĈĖċĥĹû�4�ĲėûûĦčĳþŖİûĨčęûċĬč� 
4]9<<� ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ĞŕěčİûĨčęûċĬčġĩõ� 3]46< 
ęŖĦčĎĦċ�üĤĳþŖęûċĬčĲėûĴēēőĦĳčĔĦøĳĉŖ� ċĩĸĳþŖ 
ĴĕŖĖĦûċĩĸğĕĈġĦĖĬĕĦĐęĨĉĴēēőĦ�;^;�İĕõĤěĥĉĉř� 
õĦėęûċĬčĲÿęĦėřēĦėřĕ�4� İĕõĤěĥĉĉř� ĳčĒīĹčċĩĸ 
ċĩĸĴĕŕĞĦĕĦėĊďęĭõġŖġĖĴĈŖ�ıęĤęûċĬčĞėŖĦûġĦğĦė
Ğĥĉěř��ÑÑŲ��1Ųū���;]<<<�ĉĥčĉŕġďō

ĞĽĦğėĥĎİûĨčċĩĸüĤĳþŖęûċĬčĳčĉŕĦûďėĤİċĜ 
ġĖĭŕċĩĸ�4]96<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ĞŕěčĳğāŕüĤĳþŖõĦėęûċĬč 
ĳčüĩč�4]3<<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ĲĈĖüĤİďŝčõĦėİĒĨĸĕüĽĦčěč 
õĦėöčĊŕĦĖġŖġĖüĦõĞĊĦčĩöčĊŕĦĖİĒĨĸĕİďŝč�49<�
ĉĥčĉŕġěĥč�ĳčďō�477:�üĦõďō�4779�ċĩĸĞĦĕĦėĊ 
öčĊŕĦĖġŖġĖĴĈŖ� 356� ĉĥčĉŕġěĥč� čġõüĦõčĩĹ 
ĖĥûüĤĳþŖöĖĦĖõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉĲėûĴēēőĦĳčüĩčİďŝč� 
86� İĕõĤěĥĉĉř� üĦõİĈĨĕċĩĸĕĩõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉ�54� 
İĕõĤěĥĉĉř� ıęĤęûċĬčĳčġġĞİĉėİęĩĖ� 8<< 
ęŖĦčĎĦċ�İĒīĸġĳþŖöĖĦĖďėĨĕĦćõĦėğĩĎġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕ 
İďŝč�758�ĉĥčĉŕġěĥč�üĦõİĈĨĕċĩĸ�7<5�ĉĥčĉŕġěĥč

čĦĖõĘĝĂĦõęŕĦěěŕĦ�ĎėĨĝĥċĉĥĹûİďőĦėĦĖĴĈŖėěĕĳčďō 
477:�ċĩĸėĤĈĥĎ�:;]<<<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ� İĒĨĸĕöĪĹčüĦõďō� 4779 
ċĩĸĕĩėĦĖĴĈŖ� :6]<<<�ęŖĦčĎĦċ� İďŝčĐęĕĦüĦõďėĨĕĦćõĦė 
ğĩĎġŖġĖċĩĸİĒĨĸĕöĪĹčİďŝč�4<^89�ęŖĦčĉĥčĉŕġďō� üĦõďō� 4779� 
ġĖĭŕċĩĸ� 4<^35� ęŖĦčĉĥčĉŕġďō� ıęĤõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦę 
öġûĎėĨĝĥċċĩĸİĒĨĸĕöĪĹčĕĦġĖĭŕċĩĸ�4^6�ęŖĦčĉĥčĉŕġďō�üĦõďō�4779� 
ġĖĭŕċĩĸ�4^5�ęŖĦčĉĥčĉŕġďō

ġĖŕĦûĴėõķĉĦĕ�ėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĖĥûġĖĭŕĳčėĤĈĥĎĉĽĸĦıęĤ 
ĴĕŕĕĩıčěĲčŖĕċĩĸüĤďėĥĎĉĥěöĪĹččĥĹč� ĖĥûİďŝčďśüüĥĖõĈĈĥčĉŕġ 
ėĦĖĴĈŖöġûĎėĨĝĥċġĖĭŕ�ĲĈĖďśüüĬĎĥčėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčĉęĦĈġĖĭŕċĩĸ� 
35� İğėĩĖāĞğėĥĄĉŕġďġčĈř� ĞŕûĐęĳğŖėĦĖĴĈŖöġûĎėĨĝĥċ 
ĳčþŕěû�3N4�ďōčĩĹüĤİĉĨĎĲĉĴĕŕĕĦõčĥõ�İýęĩĸĖġĖĭŕċĩĸ�9ų�ĉŕġďō� 
ęĈęûüĦõþŕěû�5N7�ďōċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦ�ċĩĸİĉĨĎĲĉİýęĩĸĖďōęĤ�4<ų� 
ıĕŖüĤĕĩďśüüĥĖęĎĈŖĦčėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸġĖĭŕĳčėĤĈĥĎĉĽĸĦ� ıĉŕ
õĦėċĩĸøŕĦİûĨčĎĦċġŕġčøŕĦęûüĦõõĦėďėĥĎęĈġĥĉėĦĈġõİĎĩĹĖ 
čĲĖĎĦĖčĥĹč�þŕěĖĳğŖõĦėĞŕûġġõöġûĎėĨĝĥċİĉĨĎĲĉġĖŕĦûĕĦõ� 
Ğŕěčĳčďō� 477;�øĦĈěŕĦėĦĖĴĈŖėěĕöġûĎėĨĝĥċüĤĞĦĕĦėĊ 
ıĉĤėĤĈĥĎ� 3� ıĞčęŖĦčĎĦċ�ÿĪĸûİėķěõěŕĦİďőĦċĩĸİøĖøĦĈěŕĦ 
üĤİďŝčďō� 478<�ċĥĹûčĩĹ� ĞĥĈĞŕěčėĦĖĴĈŖ� 8<N9<ų�öġû 
ėĦĖĴĈŖėěĕĕĦüĦõČĬėõĨüčĽĹĦĉĦę�ıęĤġĩõ�5<N6<ų�ĕĦüĦõ
õęĬŕĕČĬėõĨüĒęĥûûĦčğĕĬčİěĩĖč^

MitrPhol Group to Invest b18 Bil. 
on Sugar-Energy Capacity  
This Year
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KTIS has purchased 13 more cane harvesters 
and three additional cane leaf collectors in 

hopes of boosting cane harvests for crushing. 
It is estimated that more than 200,000 tons 
of cane leaves will be collected to be used as 
fuel in electricity generation to bring in more 
income from electricity selling.

Mr. Nathapun Siriviriyakul, CEO of the 
Bio Energy and Product of the Kaset Thai 
International Sugar Corporation PCL (KTIS), a 
leader in the sugar and therelated industries, 
said that the company has purchased 13 additional 
cane harvesters this year as well as three more  
cane leaf collectors, which will boost fresh cane 
harvests, reduce cane burning, and increase 
the amounts of sugarcane leaves to be used as 
biomass in electricity generation.

“KTIS has encouraged cane farmers to 
ship freshly-harvested sugarcane to mills, an 
e!ort that has received their active cooperation. 
However, we have been plagued by the problem 
 of cane harvesting labor shortage, which is 
 growing consistently worse. Our group recognizes 
the gravity of the issue and has thus decided 
to purchase cane harvesters to alleviate the 
harvesting labor shortage problem. Currently, we 
previously owned as many as 78 cane harvesters, 
and we have acquired 13 more. Therefore, for 
the approaching 2015/16 harvest season, our 
group will have altogether 91 cane harvesters, 
the number that has not included those owned 
by our cane farmers,” Nathapun said.

The CEO of the Bio Energy and Product of 
KTIS added that in the cane and sugar industry 
up until now, a large portion of the cane leaves 
that cane farmers have supplied to crushing mills 
is lost to burning and has not been utilized to 
its maximum potential. KTIS has thus initiated a 
project that is seriouslydedicated to purchasing 
cane leaves from cane farmers. In the coming 
production year, KTIS will have altogether six 
imported cane leaf collectors. In addition, the group 
has ordered more domestically and expected to 
collect over 200,000 tons of cane leaves in the 
2015/16 production season to be used as fuel, 
enough to generate approximately 145 million KW, 
which will generate more income for the group ans 
well as greatly benefit the system and the general 
public as well as the group, cane farmer, society 
at large, and the environment.

K,!+�İĈĨčğčŖĦÿīĹġėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕġĩõ�35�øĥč�ıęĤėĊİõķĎ 
ĳĎġŖġĖġĩõ�5�øĥč�ğěĥûĴĈŖġŖġĖĞĈİöŖĦğĩĎİĒĨĸĕ�øĦĈĴĈŖ 

ĳĎġŖġĖõěŕĦ�4�ıĞčĉĥč� ĴďĳþŖİďŝčİþīĹġİĒęĨûĳčĲėûûĦčĐęĨĉ 
ĴēēőĦ�İĒĨĸĕėĦĖĴĈŖüĦõõĦėöĦĖĴēēőĦ

čĦĖćĥĂĄďśāāř� ĜĨėĨěĨėĨĖĤõĬę�ďėĤČĦčİüŖĦğčŖĦċĩĸ 
ĎėĨğĦėĞĦĖČĬėõĨüþĩěĒęĥûûĦčıęĤĐęĨĉĔĥćąř�ĎėĨĝĥċ�İõĝĉėĴċĖ 
ġĨčİĉġėřİčþĥĸčıčę�þĭõĦėřøġėřďġİėþĥĸč�üĽĦõĥĈ�OĕğĦþčP�ğėīġ 
#,!+�ĐĭŖčĽĦĳčġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕčĽĹĦĉĦęıęĤġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕĉŕġİčīĸġû 
İďŌĈİĐĖěŕĦ� ĎėĨĝĥċģ� ĴĈŖÿīĹġėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕİĉĨĕĳčďōčĩĹġĩõ 
35�øĥč�ĒėŖġĕċĥĹûĴĈŖÿīĹġėĊİõķĎĳĎġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕġĩõ�5�øĥč�ÿĪĸûüĤ 
ċĽĦĳğŖĞĦĕĦėĊİĒĨĸĕďėĨĕĦćġŖġĖĞĈ�ęĈġŖġĖĴēĴğĕŖ�ıęĤĴĈŖ 
ĳĎġŖġĖĕĦĳþŖİďŝčİþīĹġİĒęĨûþĩěĕěęĳčõĦėĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦ
ĴĈŖĕĦõöĪĹč

�õęĬŕĕ�#,!+�ĴĈŖėćėûøřıęĤĐęĥõĈĥčĳğŖþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖ�
ĉĥĈġŖġĖĞĈĞŕûİöŖĦĲėûûĦčÿĪĸûõķĴĈŖėĥĎøěĦĕėŕěĕĕīġüĦõĒĩĸčŖġû�
þĦěĴėŕġŖġĖİďŝčġĖŕĦûĈĩ�ıĉŕċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦĖĥûĉĨĈďśāğĦİėīĸġûıėûûĦč
ĉĥĈġŖġĖċĩĸčĥĎěĥčüĤöĦĈıøęč�õęĬŕĕİėĦĴĈŖİęķûİğķčøěĦĕĞĽĦøĥā�
ĳčİėīĸġûĈĥûõęŕĦěüĪûĴĈŖęûċĬčÿīĹġėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖİöŖĦĕĦĳþŖİĒīĸġıõŖĴö�
ďśāğĦøěĦĕöĦĈıøęčċĦûĈŖĦčıėûûĦčĉĥĈġŖġĖ� ĲĈĖĳč�
ďśüüĬĎĥčõęĬŕĕİėĦĕĩėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖĕĦõĊĪû� 9:�øĥč�ıęĤĳčďōčĩĹ�
ĴĈŖÿīĹġİĒĨĸĕġĩõ�35�øĥč�ĈĥûčĥĹčĳčĘĈĭõĦėĐęĨĉ�7:a7;�ċĩĸüĤ�

ĕĦĊĪûõęĬŕĕİėĦüĤĕĩėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖüĽĦčěč�;3�øĥč�ÿĪĸûĖĥûĴĕŕčĥĎ�
ėěĕĳčĞŕěčöġûĒĩĸčŖġûþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖċĩĸĕĩġĩõİďŝčüĽĦčěčĕĦõy 
čĦĖćĥĂĄďśāāřõęŕĦě

ďėĤČĦčİüŖĦğčŖĦċĩĸĎėĨğĦėĞĦĖČĬėõĨüþĩěĒęĥûûĦč 
ıęĤĐęĨĉĔĥćąř� #,!+�õęŕĦěĈŖěĖěŕĦ�ĉęġĈİěęĦċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦ� 
ĳčġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�ġŖġĖċĩĸþĦěĴėŕĴĈŖĉĥĈ 
ĞŕûĕĦöĦĖĳğŖõĥĎċĦûĲėûûĦč�ĕĩĳĎġŖġĖüĽĦčěčĕĦõċĩĸĞĭāİĞĩĖ 
ĴďõĥĎõĦėĊĭõĴēĴğĕŖ� ıęĤġĩõüĽĦčěčĕĦõċĩĸĴĕŕĴĈŖčĽĦĕĦĳþŖ 
ĳğŖİõĨĈďėĤĲĖþčřġĖŕĦûİĉķĕċĩĸ�ċĦû�#,!+�üĪûĴĈŖİėĨĸĕĲøėûõĦė 
ėĥĎÿīĹġĳĎġŖġĖüĦõĒĩĸčŖġûþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖġĖŕĦûİġĦüėĨûİġĦüĥû�ÿĪĸûĳčďō 
õĦėĐęĨĉċĩĸüĤĊĪûčĩĹõęĬŕĕ�#,!+�ĕĩėĊİõķĎĳĎġŖġĖėěĕĊĪû�8�øĥč� 
ċĩĸĴĈŖĞĥĸûÿīĹġüĦõĉŕĦûďėĤİċĜ�čġõüĦõčĥĹčĖĥûĴĈŖĞĥĸûÿīĹġĔĦĖĳč
ďėĤİċĜġĩõğęĦĖøĥč� ĲĈĖøĦĈěŕĦĳčĘĈĭõĦėĐęĨĉ� 7:a7; 
ċĦûõęĬŕĕčŕĦüĤüĥĈİõķĎĳĎġŖġĖĴĈŖďėĤĕĦć�4�ıĞčõěŕĦĉĥč�
ıęĤčĽĦĕĦĳþŖİďŝčİþīĹġİĒęĨûĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦĴĈŖďėĤĕĦć� 
367�ęŖĦčõĨĲęěĥĉĉř� ÿĪĸûüĤõŕġĳğŖİõĨĈėĦĖĴĈŖöġûõęĬŕĕİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč� 
ġĩõċĥĹûõŕġĳğŖİõĨĈďėĤĲĖþčřĉŕġėĤĎĎıęĤĉŕġĞŕěčėěĕİďŝč 
ġĖŕĦûĕĦõ�ċĥĹûĳčĞŕěčöġûõęĬŕĕĎėĨĝĥċģ�ĒĩĸčŖġûþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖ�
ĉęġĈüčĞĥûøĕıęĤĞĨĸûıěĈęŖġĕ^
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Siemens partnered with Allied-Tek, Thailand's 
largest Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), 
to deliver a superior drives solution using Siemens’ 
renowned and reliable Integrated Drive Systems 
(IDS) technology. The solution replaced KTIS' 
existing steam turbine setup and increased the 
plant’s e!ciency by 30%. Siemens’ 1000 kW 
Heavy Duty Pressure Feeder Drives and 2050 kW 
Mill Drives are more compact, easier to use and 
rugged enough to withstand the harsh demands 
of sugar milling.

Dieter Broeckl, Senior Vice President, Digital 
Factory Division (DF) and Process Industries & 
Drives Division (PD), Siemens Thailand, said, 
“We are thrilled that KTIS has begun to reap 
the benefits from our latest state-of-the-art IDS 
technology. The management team at KTIS has 
tremendous foresight in that they are always 
looking to innovate, increase output quality and 
provide a safe environment for their workers to 
operate in. We believe that KTIS are on the right 
path in fulfilling their ambitions of entering new 
markets and increasing market share in existing 
markets.”

 KTIS produces on average 55,000 tonnes 
of cane per day and supplies sugar as well as 
sugarcane juice to the local and international 
markets. As this huge output puts significant strain 
on traditional steam turbines, KTIS' management 
team recognises the importance of automation 
to improve productivity and facilitate sustainable 
growth.   

ParphanSiriviriyakul, Chief Executive 
O!cer – KTIS Group, said, “We are very impressed 
with the support that we have received from the 
Siemens team. From our experience, there are 
not many companies like Siemens that possess 
the capacity and technology to supply us with 
the right drives that we require. Not only have 
they modernized our mill, we have also recorded 
significant energy savings as well as a implemented 
a dependable drives system that can cope with 
the high torque requirements, frequent shock 
loads and harsh operating modes.”  

Foreign objects such as rocks or pebbles 
used to jam the milling process when the steam 
turbines were still in commission. Today, Siemens’ 
IDS technology brings with it a high resistant 
shock capability that is able to nullify the disruptive 
e"ects of foreign objects getting into the mix. 
Noise pollution and liquid leakages are the other 
issues that have addressed by the new drives 
solution.  

Somkiat Wongkittikul, Managing Director, 
Allied-Tek, said, “As an OEM, Siemens’ stand-
ardized portfolio enables us to customize and 
deliver pre-packed o!erings to suit each unique 
customer.  KTIS is a strong case study of how a 
high growth business and technology experts 
in the field of industrial drives can combine to 
improve e"ciency all round.”    

KTIS operates on a 24-hour workday 
and four/five-month cycle. This high-intensive 
operational structure has given the experienced 
engineers at Siemens the opportunity to share 
their expertise and provide KTIS with informed 
guidance and counsel. With two out of five mills 
fully-equipped with Siemens’ IDS technology so 
far, e"orts are constantly being made to ensure 
that there is as little downtime as possible while 
upgrading works are taking place.

ÿĩ İĕčĞřüĥĎĕīġġĥęęĦĖĈřİċøİöŖĦċĽĦûĦčõĥĎİõĝĉėĴċĖ�ĒĥĆčĦõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉıęĤďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒĴĈŖĊĪû�5<ų
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OĕğĦþčP� Q#ū�Ų�� ,�ū�� !��Ų��ū���ū
� +��ū�� O#,!+PR�
ĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĕĩõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉċĩĸĳğāŕċĩĸĞĬĈöġûĲęõċĩĸĕĩĄĦč
õĦėĐęĨĉġĖĭŕĳčďėĤİċĜĴċĖ

ÿĩİĕčĞřėŕěĕõĥĎĒĥčČĕĨĉėġĥęęĦĖĈřİċø�ĎėĨĝĥċĐĭŖėĥĎ
ĐęĨĉĞĨčøŖĦ�O'�%P�ċĩĸĳğāŕċĩĸĞĬĈĳčďėĤİċĜĴċĖ�ĳčõĦėĉĨĈĉĥĹû�

Ĳÿęĭþĥĸč�ėĤĎĎöĥĎİøęīĸġč�OÑ���Ų���
����P�øĬćĔĦĒİğčīġþĥĹč 
ĲĈĖĳþŖİċøĲčĲęĖĩ� !��Ų��ū�ŲÑ�����Ų� +���Ų��� O!�+P 
ċĩĸĲĈŕûĈĥûİďŝčċĩĸėĭŖüĥõěĦûĳüıęĤİþīĸġĊīġĴĈŖüĦõÿĩİĕčĞř�İĒīĸġčĽĦĕĦ
ĳþŖûĦčıċč�#,!+Y�Ų����������Ųū�����Ŭ��Ų��Ų����ıęĤİĒĨĸĕ
ďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒöġûĲėûûĦčöĪĹčġĩõĊĪû�5<ų�ĲĈĖ�3<<<�	/�
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�����Ų��üĦõÿĩİĕčĞřčĩĹĕĩöčĦĈõĤċĥĈėĥĈ�ĞĤĈěõĳčõĦė
ĳþŖûĦčıęĤċčċĦčĉŕġĞĔĦěĤõĦėĳþŖûĦčċĩĸĕĩøěĦĕõėĤĈŖĦû
ĳčĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦę
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�����ū
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H�����Ų�O(�P]�ÿĩİĕčĞř�ďėĤİċĜĴċĖ�õęŕĦěěŕĦ��İėĦĕĩøěĦĕ�
ĖĨčĈĩġĖŕĦûĖĨĸûĉŕġõĦėċĩĸõęĬŕĕ�#,!+�ĴĈŖėĥĎĐęďėĤĲĖþčřüĦõ�
İċøĲčĲęĖĩ� !�+�ġĥčęĽĹĦĞĕĥĖęŕĦĞĬĈöġûÿĩİĕčĞřĲĈĖøćĤ�
ĐĭŖĎėĨğĦėöġûõęĬŕĕ�#,!+�ĕĩěĨĞĥĖċĥĜčřċĩĸõěŖĦûĴõęĳčġĥčċĩĸüĤ�
ĕĬŕûĕĥĸčĒĥĆčĦ�İĞėĨĕĞėŖĦûĕĭęøŕĦıęĤøĬćøŕĦöġûĐęĨĉĔĥćąř�
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The Sugar Regulatory Administration (SRA) 
has lowered the conversion fee for world 

market “D” sugar to domestic “B” sugar under 
the ongoing reallocation of stocks.

Through a sugar order dated June 10, SRA 
administrator Ma. Regina Martin ordered the 
reduction of the conversion fee of P20 per 50- 
kilogram bag to P10 per 50 per kilogram bag.

The reduced fee applies to “D” sugar quedans 
for the remainder of the sugar crop year as well 
as to a specific volume for unshipped “D” sugar 
produced during the previous crop year.

The sugar regulator is allowing the 
conversion of some 70,669.99 metric tons (MT) 
of unshipped “D” sugar produced during the 
current crop year to domestic sugar.Also covered 
by the lower conversion fee are 4, 440.868 MT of 
unshipped “D” sugar produced during crop year 
2013 to 2014.

The Philippines early this month stopped all 
sugar exports to the United States and the world 
market to protect domestic supply and prices as 
the prevailing dry spell cuts production below 
target.For the current crop year, the Philippines 
has a regular sugar export quota to the US–as 
represented by “A” sugar quedans–of more than 
138,800 MT. As of March, the Philippines has so far 
shipped out 60,000 MT to the US.

Martin said she was assured by the US 
 Department of Agriculture (USDA) the exportation 
shortfall would not a"ect the country’s future 
export quotas.With only two mills left operating, 
the country’s aggregate sugar production is 
expected to reach only 2.31 million MT from the 
original target of around 2.5 million MT.

A slowdown in cane production in the 
Visayas as result of the prevailing dry spell, 
combined with strong industrial demand is 
putting a strain on domestic supply.

Cane supply in the Visayas, particularly in 

Negros – where more than half of the country’s 

supply produced – is lower because of the intense 

heat.The speculation of traders who want to secure 

supply in the event of a production shortfall is also 

seen to a"ect domestic supply.

ĞŶčĥõûĦčĈŖĦčõăėĤİĎĩĖĎčĽĹĦĉĦę�O+*�P�öġûēŌęĨďďŌčĞř
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Regional News

The government has prepared three areas 
in eastern Indonesia for new cattle farms 

and sugarcane plantations, Agriculture Minister 
AmranSulaiman said in Jakarta on June.

Speaking after a meeting with the Investment 
Coordinating Board (BKPM) head FrankySibarani, 
Amran said the government had prepared three 
regions - Southeast Sulawesi, Merauke in Papua 
and the Aru Islands in Maluku - as the main sites 
for at least 10 sugar factories and sugarcane 
plantations for new investors.

Amran said his ministry and the investment 
board would work together to continue removing 
barriers so that interested investors would be 
able to realize their investment plans in these two 
important sectors.

He said as many as 26 foreign investors 
had expressed an interest in developing sugar 
refineries and sugarcane plantations, while nine 
others wanted to enter the cattle business.The 
26 investors who expressed a keen interest in 
entering the country’s sugar industry consisted 
of 11 refined sugar producers and 15 sugarcane 
plantation companies, Franky said.

“There are also around two to three Japanese 
investors who are interested in investing in the 
sugar industry. However, most of the time, in 
the sugar sector, foreign direct investors choose 
to first collaborate with their local partners in 
joint-venture companies,” Franky said.

According to his ministry’s calculations, 
Amran said, a sugar refinery with a capacity 
to process 10,000 tons of sugarcane per day 
would cost about Rp 5 trillion (US$374.4 million) 
to build.

The Agriculture Ministry has also run the 
plan by the Environment and Forestry Minister 
SitiNurbaya, who agreed that the land in the three 
regions would be able to support the industry, 
Amran added. “We are planning to allocate 

500,000 hectares of land in the three regions, 
calculating that one mill with a plantation will need 
at least 50,000 ha of land,” Amran said.

Indonesia’s sugar industry has been 
stagnant for many years because the rising demand 
for sugar is prompting many sugar producers to 
make use of existing old mills by importing raw 
sugar to make refined sugar rather than using 
the domestic supply of raw sugar. This practice 
continues despite President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo 
pledging in his campaign to curb imports of 
various agricultural products.
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Mexico on June auctioned off four state 
sugar mills, selling them for a total of 3.28 

billion pesos ($213 million), but the tender for 
five other mills was declared void after no bids 
were presented.

The Atencingo and San Cristobal mills 
were sold to Impulsora Azucarera del Noroeste 
for 1.97 billion pesos, while the Casasano and 
Emiliano Zapata sugar mills were awarded to 
Grupo Beta San Miguel for 1.31 billion pesos, 
said FEESA, the government-run fund that 
administers the mills.

Javier Dorantes, a director at the 
privatization arm of Mexico's finance ministry, 
said the remaining mills would be sold through a 
public auction. "The aim of the government is to 
sell all the mills, and we will review the best way 
to do it," Dorantes said.

The tender of the nine sugar mills, which 
together produce about one quarter of Mexico's 

annual output, is the latest step in an e"ort to 
unwind a government takeover of the mills that 
began over a decade ago.

Mexico expropriated 27 mills in 2001 due 
to major financial problems with the plants, and 
has since been gradually selling them to private 
operators.
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ĉŕġĴďy�ĲĈıėčİĉĞ�õęŕĦě

õĦėďėĤõěĈėĦøĦöġûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċĥĹûİõŖĦĲėû 
ÿĪĸûİĕīĸġėěĕõĥčıęŖě�ĞĦĕĦėĊĉĩİďŝčėĦøĦİċĩĖĎİċŕĦõĥĎėĦĖĴĈŖ 
3�ĴĉėĕĦĞöġûİĕķõÿĨĲõ�İďŝčöĥĹčĉġčĞĬĈċŖĦĖöġûõĦėĒĖĦĖĦĕ
øęĩĸøęĦĖõĦėİöŖĦøėġĎøėġûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęĲĈĖėĥĄĎĦę�ċĩĸİėĨĸĕ 
õėĤċĽĦĕĦıęŖěõěŕĦċĜěėėĝ

İĕķõÿĨĲõĴĈŖċĽĦõĦėİěėøīčĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċĥĹûğĕĈ 
49�Ĳėûĳčďō�Ē^Ĝ^�4766�ġĥčİčīĸġûĕĦüĦõďśāğĦğęĥõĈŖĦč
õĦėİûĨčõĥĎĉĥěĲėûûĦč�ıęĤĴĈŖċĽĦõĦėöĦĖĳğŖõĥĎĐĭŖďėĤõġĎõĦė 
İġõþčċĩęĤčŖġĖ^

Mexico Sells Four State 
Sugar Mills, Five Remain 
Unsold
ÆÍ��¾È�Æĥ ¿̄®Æ¤�¼®È¯��¼¦¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±Ĩ¼����¯»¡ 
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Santasalo Secures Contract 
to Supply Sugar Mill Drives to 
Saharuang Sugar Factory
�¼¦ĥ¼�¼È±Æĥ¯¿®Ĩ»Ĥµ¯¯
·Âű�¯£þµĬ¼ĭ¯»§¨±¾ĥ
¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±ÉĭûÈ¯��¼¦¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±
µĭÆ¯Á·�

Industrial gear manufacturer, Santasalo, 

announced they have been selected by 

Saharuang Co. Ltd to supply four planetary 

gears units for the Saharuang Sugar Factory 

in Thailand. The hybrid design gear units will 

be the first units of their kind to be built by 

Santasalo and designed as a direct drop-in 

replacement with greater torque to support 

the higher production capacities going through 

the factory.

The gear units, which will be designed 

and manufactured out of Santasalo’s location 

in Wuppertal, Germany, will replace the existing 

Santasalo Quatro units currently installed at the 

mill and provide significantly more torque. An 

H-Force based design was proposed by Santasalo 

engineers that would allow for the same mounting 

dimensions, presenting a more cost competitive 

solution for the customer.

Installation of the new gear units is scheduled 

for October 2015 ready for the 2015/16 crushing 

season. This contract is part of an ongoing upgrade 

project at the Saharuang sugar mill to increase 

production capacity in order to meet the demands 

of the growing export market.

“This order is a good result for Santasalo 

Gears Pty Ltd and cements the good relationship 

currently with Saharuang Sugar Co Ltd,” said 

Dean Leydecker, Managing Director of Santasalo 

Gears Pty Ltd, Australia.

ÿĦĉĦÿĦĲę�ĐĭŖĐęĨĉİēŏġûġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ�ďėĤõĦĜ�õėćĩċĦû 
ĎėĨĝĥċĴĈŖėĥĎøĥĈİęīġõĲĈĖĎėĨĝĥċĞğİėīġû�üĽĦõĥĈ�ĳğŖİďŝč 

ĐĭŖüĥĈĞėėİēŏġûıĒęİčĉĦėĩ�üĽĦčěč�6�ğčŕěĖ�ĳğŖıõŕĲėûûĦč 
čĽĹĦĉĦęĞğİėīġû� ďėĤİċĜĴċĖ� ĲĈĖþĬĈİēŏġûċĩĸġġõıĎĎ 
ıĎĎĴĢĎėĨĈčĩĹ�İďŝčþĬĈıėõĞĬĈċĩĸĞėŖĦûĲĈĖÿĦčĉĦÿĦĲę�ıęĤ 
ĊĭõġġõıĎĎĕĦİĒīĸġİďŝčıċčċĩĸėĬŕčİõŕĦ�ĈŖěĖõĽĦęĥûĎĨĈċĩĸĕĦõõěŕĦ�
İĒīĸġĞŕûİĞėĨĕõĽĦęĥûĐęĨĉċĩĸĞĭûõěŕĦĔĦĖĳčėĤĎĎĲėûûĦčċĥĹûğĕĈ

ğčŕěĖİēŏġûĈĥûõęŕĦě�ĕĩõĦėġġõıĎĎıęĤĐęĨĉĲĈĖ 
ĎėĨĝĥċÿĦčĉĦÿĦĲę�ĳčěĬĒİĒġėřċĥę�ďėĤİċĜİĖġėĕčĩ�ıęĤ 
üĤĊĭõčĽĦĕĦĳþŖıċčğčŕěĖİēŏġûÿĦĉĦÿĦĲę�øěġĲċė�ÿĪĸûĉĨĈĉĥĹû 
ĳčĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĳþŖġĖĭŕĳčďśüüĬĎĥč�ıęĤċĩĸĞĽĦøĥā�İēŏġûėĬŕčĳğĕŕ 
ĳğŖõĽĦęĥûĎĨĈċĩĸĕĦõõěŕĦİĈĨĕ�ēśčİēŏġûþčĨĈčĩĹġġõıĎĎıĎĎ�
İġþNēġėřÿ�čĽĦİĞčġĲĈĖċĩĕěĨĜěõėüĦõÿĦčĉĦÿĦĲę�ĲĈĖþŕěĖ 
ĈŖĦčõĦėĐęĨĉĳčěĨČĩİĈĩĖěõĥč�ıĉŕĕĩõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉċĩĸĕĦõõěŕĦ 
İďŝčċĦûġġõöġûęĭõøŖĦĳčõĦėıöŕûöĥčĈŖĦčėĦøĦ

õĦėĉĨĈĉĥĹûğčŕěĖēśčİēŏġûĳğĕŕĕĩõĽĦğčĈċĩĸüĤĉĨĈĉĥĹû 
ĳčİĈīġčĉĬęĦøĕ�477:� İĒīĸġİĉėĩĖĕøěĦĕĒėŖġĕĞĽĦğėĥĎ 
ĘĈĭõĦęĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦę�Ē^Ĝ^� 477:a7;�õĦėİÿķčĞĥāāĦčĩĹ� 
øīġĞŕěčğčĪĸûöġûĲøėûõĦėďėĥĎďėĬûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęĞğİėīġû� 
İďŝčõĦėİĒĨĸĕõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉİĒīĸġĉġĎĞčġûġĬďĞûøřöġû 
ĉęĦĈĞŕûġġõčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸõĽĦęĥûİĉĨĎĲĉ

�õĦėĞĥĸûÿīĹġİďŝčĐęĈĩĉŕġĎėĨĝĥċĐęĨĉİēŏġû�ÿĦčĉĦ
ÿĦĲę�üĽĦõĥĈ�ıęĤöćĤčĩĹõķİďŝčõĦėĞėŖĦûøěĦĕĞĥĕĒĥčČřġĥčĈĩ�
õĥĎĎėĨĝĥċčĽĹĦĉĦęĞğİėīġû�üĽĦõĥĈġĩõĈŖěĖy�čĦĖĈĩč�İęĖřİĈøİõġėř 
õėėĕõĦėĐĭŖüĥĈõĦė�ĎėĨĝĥċĐęĨĉİēŏġû�ÿĦčĉĦÿĦĲę��üĽĦõĥĈ�
ďėĤİċĜġġĞİĉėİęĩĖ�õęŕĦě^
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India’s Sugar Exports 
May Double

Sugar exports from India may double as 
farmers prepare to harvest the third-biggest 

crop ever, extending the country’s surplus for 
a sixth year.

Shipments will be 2 million metric tons in 
the 12 months starting October 1, according to the 
median of six estimates from refiners, brokers and 
analysts compiled by Bloomberg. That compares 
with 700 000 tons to 800 000 tons this year, the 
Indian Sugar Mills Association says. Production 
will be 27.25 million tons from a record 28.4 
million tons this year, estimates from eight survey 
participants show.

The glut in the world’s second-largest 
producer threatens to extend a 35 percent slump 
in New York futures in the past year. The decline 
in prices to the lowest since 2009 has forced 
the government to subsidise exports and waive 
interest on bank loans to processors. Stockpiles 
of 10 million tons will add to supplies and exceed 
demand of 25.5 million tons, the mills say. That may 
force producers to ship as much as possible.

“With high carryover stockpiles, you will 
again have a glut of 10 million tons next year 
and you will have to throw out the excess,” Rahil 
Shaikh, director at ED&F Man Commodities India 
Pvt, said in Pune on June. “If the industry has to 
survive, they have to export.”

Export subsidy
Domestic prices have fallen below the cost 

of production to a seven-year low because of weak 
demand and mounting stockpiles, according to 
the mills. The cabinet approved interest-free loans 
of 60 billion rupees ($943 million) this month to 
help mills clear 210 billion rupees owed to farmers. 
The government has pledged a subsidy of 4 000 
rupees a ton for raw sugar exports as domestic 
rates are above global prices.

Arrears may decline before the start of the 
new crop. While the amounts owing were high in 
April last year when the mills finished crushing, 
they had decreased by the time the new season 
started in October. About 95 percent of the crop 
is irrigated, countering concern that reduced 
monsoon rain may hurt output.

For now, shipments are not possible, said 
Pallavi Munankar, an analyst at Geofin Comtrade 
Ltd in Mumbai.

õĦėĞŕûġġõčĽĹĦĉĦęüĦõġĨčİĈĩĖġĦüİĒĨĸĕöĪĹčİċŕĦĉĥě�üĦõõėćĩ 
ċĩĸþĦěĴėŕİĉėĩĖĕõĦėİõķĎİõĩĸĖěĐęĐęĨĉċĩĸĳğāŕċĩĸĞĬĈİďŝč

ġĥčĈĥĎĞĦĕüĦõċĩĸİøĖĕĩĕĦ�öĖĦĖĐęĐęĨĉĞŕěčİõĨčĳčďėĤİċĜ
İďŝčďōċĩĸğõ

üĦõěĥčċĩĸ�3�ĉĬęĦøĕ�ıęĤĉŕġİčīĸġûĴďġĩõ�34�İĈīġč� 
õĦėĞŕûġġõüĤĕĩċĥĹûğĕĈ�4ęŖĦč�İĕĉėĨøĉĥč�üĦõøŕĦİýęĩĸĖöġû 
õĦėďėĤĕĦćøŕĦċĥĹû�8�øėĥĹûüĦõĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�ġŖĦûġĨûüĦõ 
öŖġĕĭęėěĎėěĕüĦõĲĎėõİõġėřıęĤčĥõěĨİøėĦĤğř�ĲĈĖĎęĭĕİĎĨėřõ� 
ÿĪĸûüĤİďėĩĖĎİċĩĖĎĴĈŖõĥĎ�9<<]<<<�ĉĥč�ĉŕġ�:<<]<<<�ĉĥč
öġûďōčĩĹ�ĞĕĦøĕĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęġĨčİĈĩĖ�õęŕĦě�ĲĈĖõĦėĐęĨĉ 
ġĦüİďŝč� 49^47�ęŖĦčĉĥč� üĦõõĦėĎĥčċĪõĴěŖ�ć�ďōčĩĹ� ċĩĸ�
4:^6ęŖĦčĉĥč�ďėĤĕĦćøŕĦüĦõõĦėĞĽĦėěüüĦõõĦėıĞĈûĐę 
öġûĲėûûĦčċĩĸİöŖĦėŕěĕ�:�ĲėûĈŖěĖõĥč

õĦėċĩĸĐęĐęĨĉüĦõďėĤİċĜċĩĸĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦęĴĈŖİďŝčġĥčĈĥĎ 
ĞġûöġûĲęõęŖčġġõĕĦõ�õŕġĳğŖİõĨĈėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęĳččĨěĖġėřø 
ĉõĢěĎõěŕĦėŖġĖęĤ�57�ĳčďōċĩĸıęŖě�õĦėċĩĸėĦøĦĉõęûĕĦĉĽĸĦ 
ĞĬĈüĦõďō�Ē^Ĝ^�4774�İďŝčõĦėĎĩĎĎĥûøĥĎėĥĄĎĦęĳğŖĞûİøėĦĤğř 
İûĨčþŕěĖİğęīġõĦėĞŕûġġõ�ıęĤėĤûĥĎĈġõİĎĩĹĖüĦõõĦėõĭŖĖīĕ 
ČčĦøĦėĳğŖıõŕĐĭŖĈĽĦİčĨčõĦėĞŕûġġõ�

ĲĈĖõęĬŕĕĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęõęŕĦěěŕĦ�čĽĹĦĉĦęġĩõ�3<�ęŖĦčĉĥč 
ĳčøęĥûüĤĊĭõčĽĦĕĦİĒĨĸĕİĒīĸġõĦėüĥĈĞėėıęĤĉġĎĞčġûĉŕġġĬďĞûøř 
ċĩĸĉŖġûõĦėčĽĹĦĉĦę�47^7�ęŖĦčĉĥč�İďŝčõĦėĎĩĎĎĥûøĥĎĳğŖĲėûûĦč 
ĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦęĞŕûġġõĕĦõċĩĸĞĬĈİċŕĦċĩĸüĤċĽĦĴĈŖ

�ĐęĐęĨĉĳčøęĥûĕĩġĖĭŕıęŖěĕğĦĜĦę�øĬćüĤĕĩčĽĹĦĉĦę�
ċĩĸĐęĨĉęŖčġġõĕĦĊĪû�3<�ęŖĦčĉĥčĳčďōğčŖĦ�ıęĤøĬćġĦüĉŖġûċĨĹû�
ĞŕěčİõĨčċĩĸİğęīġġġõĴďĈŖěĖ�ıęĤğĦõġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕčĩĹġĖĦõüĤ�
ĴďėġĈ�ĒěõİöĦĉŖġûċĽĦõĦėĞŕûġġõy�ėĦĢĨę�þĦġĨø�ĐĭŖġĽĦčěĖõĦė 
ĎėĨĝĥċĐęĨĉĐęċĦûõĦėİõĝĉė�ġĩĈĩıġčĈřİġē�ıĕč�ďėĤİċĜ
ġĨčİĈĩĖ�õęŕĦěİĕīĸġİĈīġč�ĕĨĊĬčĦĖč�

¤Â¦µ¦»§µ¦Â¦�¼¯µú�··�
ėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčďėĤİċĜĈĨĸûęûĉĽĸĦõěŕĦİûĨčċĬčõĦėĐęĨĉ 

õęŕĦěøīġĉĽĸĦĞĬĈĳčėġĎİüķĈďō�İčīĸġûüĦõġĬďĞûøřċĩĸĉĽĸĦ�ıęĤĐęĐęĨĉ 
ĳčøęĥûċĩĸĕĩĕĦõ�ġŖĦûġĨûüĦõĲėûûĦčĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦę�øćĤėĥĄĕčĉėĩ 
üĪûġčĬĕĥĉĨõĦėõĭŖĖīĕİûĨčıĎĎĴĕŕİĞĩĖĈġõİĎĩĹĖ�üĽĦčěč�ğõğĕīĸčęŖĦč 
ėĭďō�O;65�ęŖĦčĈġęęĦėřP�ĳčİĈīġčĕĨ̂ Ė�čĩĹ�İĒīĸġİďŝčõĦėĳğŖøěĦĕ
þŕěĖİğęīġĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęþĽĦėĤğčĩĹ�üĽĦčěčĞġûıĞčğčĪĸûğĕīĸčęŖĦč 
ėĭďōĉŕġõęĬŕĕþĦěĴėŕ�ėĥĄĎĦęĖĥûĞĥāāĦĕġĎċĬčĞčĥĎĞčĬčĞĩĸĒĥčėĭďō
ĉŕġĉĥč�ĞĽĦğėĥĎõĦėĞŕûġġõčĽĹĦĉĦęĈĨĎ�İčīĸġûüĦõėĦøĦčĽĹĦĉĦę 
ĳčďėĤİċĜĕĩøŕĦĞĭûõěŕĦėĦøĦĳčĉęĦĈĲęõ

ğčĩĹøŖĦûþĽĦėĤġĦüęĈęûõŕġčõĦėİėĨĸĕĉŖčõĦėİĒĦĤďęĭõ 
øėĥĹûĳğĕŕ�ĳčöćĤċĩĸüĽĦčěčğčĩĹĕĩĞĭûĳčİĈīġčİĕĝĦĖčďōċĩĸĐŕĦčĕĦ 
ğęĥûüĦõĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęİĞėķüĞĨĹčõėĤĎěčõĦėğĩĎġŖġĖıęŖě�ıęĤ 
ğčĩĹċĩĸĉŖġûþĽĦėĤęĈęûĉĦĕęĽĦĈĥĎĳčĘĈĭõĦęĳğĕŕċĩĸİėĨĸĕöĪĹčĳč 
İĈīġčĉĬęĦøĕ�ıęĤėŖġĖęĤ�;7�öġûĐęĨĉĐęĴĈŖĕĩõĦėĳğŖčĽĹĦ 
ĕĦõöĪĹč� İĒīĸġİďŝčõĦėċĈıċččĽĹĦđčĳčĘĈĭĕėĞĬĕċĩĸĕĩčŖġĖęû� 
ıęĤġĦüċĽĦĳğŖĐęĐęĨĉĕĩčŖġĖęûĴĈŖ

öćĤčĩĹ�õĦėĞŕûġġõġĦüĖĥûĴĕŕĞĦĕĦėĊċĽĦõĦėĴĈŖ�ĒĦę
ęĦěĩ�ĕĭčĥčøĦ�čĥõěĨİøėĦĤğřüĦõĎėĨĝĥċüĩĲġēŌč�øġĕİċėĈ�üĽĦõĥĈ 
İĕīġûĕĬĕĴĎ�õęŕĦě^
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China, one of the world's top sugar buyers, imported 520,000 
tonnes of sugar in May, triple the amount a year earlier, as 

refiners sought to benefit from cheap global prices.

The jump in volumes, which was widely expected after similar  
imports in April, has been spurred by tumbling global prices that  
hit their lowest levels in 6-1/2 years earlier this month. China's 
domestic sugar prices have also recently eased on demand concerns, 
but remain supported by forecasts of lower output this year and 
government restrictions on imports aimed at protecting domestic 
sugar mills.

Domestic sugar currently trades at premiums of about $250 
per tonne over imports, the highest level on record, traders said. 
"There's no connection at all between global and local prices," said 
a Chinese trader, who was not allowed to be quoted in media.

Sugar imports are set to remain strong in coming months, 
with the industry eyeing summer weather to gauge demand in the 
peak consumption season, with hotter weather boosting beverage 
consumption.

"We're still seeing raw sugar vessels coming in, and in Thailand 
there's a very strong line-up of white sugar going to China, with arrival 
in June," said a second trader. Government restrictions, however, 
will keep a lid on imports.

China allows 1.94 million tonnes of sugar imports annually at 
a tari" of 15 percent as part of its commitments to the World Trade 
Organization. Imports outside of this quota incur a 50 percent duty 
and must be registered through a government-controlled licensing 
system. Beijing has been rejecting applications for such permits to 
help protect domestic sugar mills.
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Imports Triple to 
520,000 Tonnes
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>> Condong, in south Murwillumbah, 
is one of few remaining Australian-
owned mills.
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Sweet Deal 
for NSW Sugar Co-Op

The sugar refining and milling operations of 
the NSW Sugar Cooperative have merged 

to fight off increasing foreign ownership of 
Australia's sugar industry. Northern NSW cane 
growers voted 83% in favour of Manildra buying 
a 50% share in a partnership with Sunshine 
Sugar, with the deal effective July 1.

Sunshine Sugar CEO Chris Connors said 
the deal meant the co-op would become more 
e!cient; would improve in logistics, to drive unit 
prices down. It aims to reclaim a loss of 8% in 
domestic share, incurred over the last three years, 
when Singaporean-owned Melbourne refinery 
Wilmar, importers of raw sugar from Brazil and 
Thailand, o"ered a discount program. 

The last remaining Australian-owned sugar 
refinery currently holds about 20% domestic 
market share. When announcing the deal Peter 
Simpson, general manager from Manildra, said 
Sunshine Sugar was also the only manufacturer 

of certified sustainable sugar 
products.

Chairman of NSW Sugar 
and new chairman of Sunshine 
Sugar, Ian Causley, said the NSW 
sugar industry will continue 
to battle a trend of overseas 
ownership in cohesion. "(The 
merger) reflected the strong 
relationships that exist at all levels 
of the New South Wales sugar 
industry," Mr Causley said.

It couldn't have come at 
a sweeter time - Sunshine Sugar 
estimates it will make a profit at 
the end of this year's crushing 
season. It needs 1.8m tonnes of 
cane to break even, and estimates 
this year's crop will rise to 2.2m, 
owing to favourable heat and 
weather conditions.
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C
urrently, if there’s anyone who has a thorough understanding of 

both domestic and overseas sugar industries, a crucial component in 

developing alongside cane farmers, it’s Mr. Papon Chutinuntanakul, 

Managing Director of Real Soluplus Co., Ltd, who is here with us to 

share his insights into the sugar industry.

>> Truck Tipper And Hydraulic System
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SHARE WITH US A BIT ON THE 
INITIAL START UP OF REAL 
SOLUPLUS
Six years ago, I started our company named 

“Real Soluplus Company Limited” with our 
working Environment by “being a partner with 
our customers and always put ourselves into their 
shoes” so, our people has used this philosophy for 
their work life. We always keep the best quality 
and on time delivery as a main success of our 
jobs. The first a compliment was five years ago 
with one of new and modern sugar factory at 
Mitr Phol Danchang Line C which we are very 
proud of them.

REAL SOLUPLUS AND ITS 
ROLE IN DEVELOPING THE SUGAR 
INDUSTRY
Real Soluplus is a manufacturer of machinery 

for the sugar industry. With experienced sta"s 
our company is committed to manufacturing 
and selecting quality and e!cient products 
for our customers, as well as introducing new 
technology. Our comprehensive service is not 
restricted to only machinery design and assembly 
but also encompasses maintenance and technical 
assessment to restore machine functionality as 
requested by our customers. More importantly, 
we are also determined to improve our people 
to enhance work e!ciency.

The expansion opportunity 
for the Thai sugar industry 
It can be seen that the cane and sugar 

industry sector has readily responded to the 
government’s policy regarding in change to 
an agricultural crop zoning, which encourages 
“sugar cane” as growing economic crops in 
Thailand to replace existing rice paddies in low 
productivity areas outside the irrigation zone 
as the government has seen that sugarcane will 
definitely be more beneficial and easily purchased 
by sugarcane producers in those zonings.

As for sugar mills, the government has lifted 
a mill establishment restriction in compliance 
with the resolution for the Ministry of Industry to 
consider approving sugar mills to be constructed 
or moved no less than 50 kilometers from one 
another. The resolution also dictates that sugar 
mills that are awarded establishment certificates 
must own at least 50% of the sugarcane for the 
season’s production, must not use cane from 
farmers in contracts with other sugar mills, and 
must increase their cane amounts for three 
consecutive years to prevent competition for 
raw cane materials.

The roles of machinery 
manufacturers like Real 
Soluplus in developing the 
cane and sugar industry
With sugar mills’ greater production capacity 

expansion, machinery manufacturers have to adapt 
and develop new technology. This is evident in 
modern farming, in which agricultural machines 
can help compensate farming labor shortage and 
the more widespread use of sugarcane harvesters 
in the agricultural sector makes sugarcane 
supplied to mills fresh and clean. At the same 
time, manufacturers of machinery for the sugar 
industry also have to adapt and come up with 
new designs that can accommodate increased 
production capacity, cut energy consumption, 
lower maintenance costs, and maintain excellent 
functionality throughout the harvest season with 
reduced breakdowns. Introducing new technology 
options to sugar mills is also part of this adapting. 
It can be seen that more di"users are being 

used in cane crushing, resulting in higher sugar 
yields and lower production costs, boosting our 
competitive capacity in the global market.

Real Soluplus and its 
distinctive qualities that set 
its apart from competitors
The first strength of Real Soluplus is our 

sta" and our responsibility for our job. For me, 
the most important thing is having a team with 
potential and e!ciency, committed to punctuality 
and readiness to work. The team leader is the key 
because he or she has to formulate plans as well 
as develop and groom his or her team to become 
the leader in the future. Another strength of ours 
lies in our selection of the best raw materials in 
manufacturing machinery parts and machines for 
our customers. I believe our commitment to the 
work is also one of the fortes that have earned 
us the trust and confidence of our customers. 
We often receive letters from business owners 
who are our clients commending our work and 
vouching for the quality of the work that Real 
Soluplus delivers.

REAL SOLUPLUS AND ITS 
PREPERATION FOR THE SUGAR 
MILL EXPANSION, THE CANE 
CULTIVATION AREA EXPANSION, 
AND THE ADVENT OF AEC
In preparation to accommodate the mill ex-

pansion of the sugar industry group, Real Soluplus 
has acquired more machines for machinery 
part manufacturing and plans to open new 
branches in the northeastern region to expand 
its service to support growing customer needs 
in a timely fashion. Real Soluplus is also proud 
to have contributed to the development of the 
agricultural sector through the establishment 
of a subsidiary, “Real Intertrade Co., Ltd.” to 
oversee and supply products related to sugarcane 
harvesters such as sugarcane chopper blade. 
Currently, technology has been imported from 
Brazil to provide alternatives for cane farmers 
for greater cane cutting speed with less time, 
and lower costs. All of the import products 
have been tested in real sugarcane plantations 
in each region of Thailand and already created 
a confidence among sugarcane farmers. 

As for preparation to the overseas market 
in the AEC, Real Soluplus is also focusing on 
helping develop sugar mills in the ASEAN 
nations such as Indonesia and Vietnam as the 
two markets hold a great potential in sugar 
production output in the future. We believe that 
we can create a lot of business opportunities for 
machinery manufacturers for them because not 
only our experience but also our confidence in 
the products and mills manufacturing technology 
used in Thailand will be required and able to 
make a contribution to the development of these 
overseas markets.
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REAL SOLUPLUS AND ITS 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE THAI SUGAR INDUSTRY
What I would like to see in the Thai sugar 

industry is every sector taking part in being 
responsible towards society in order to propel 
and elevate our sugar industry to a higher 
standard. This includes filtering out contaminants 
that can potentially damage machines from 
the raw cane products supplied to sugar mills 
and avoid burning sugarcane leaf in harvesting 
season, which contributes to environmental 
problems. 

As for Thai sugar industry, it can be noticed 
that many sugar mills have enacted various 
measures regarding to those issues. They 
also started to implement steps towards 
protecting the environment in surrounding 
communities as well as improving sugar cane 
transportation safety.

All of which will help form a mechanism that 
will drive the Thai cane and sugar industry towards 
becoming the world’s leading sugar producer.

ć�İěęĦčĩĹ�ĊŖĦĳğŖĒĭĈĊĪûĕĬĕĕġûİõĩĸĖěõĥĎġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ
čĽĹĦĉĦęċĥĹûĳčďėĤİċĜĴċĖıęĤĉŕĦûďėĤİċĜ�ċĩĸĊīġİďŝčĎċĎĦċ
ĞĽĦøĥāõĥĎõĦėĒĥĆčĦøěĎøĭŕĴďõĥĎİõĝĉėõėþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖ�øĬćďĒč 
þĬĉĨčĥčČčõĬę�õėėĕõĦėĐĭŖüĥĈõĦėĎėĨĝĥċ�İėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ
øûüĤİďŝčċŕĦčğčĪĸûċĩĸĞĦĕĦėĊĊŕĦĖċġĈğėīġĎġõİęŕĦİėīĸġûėĦě 
ĳčıěĈěûġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕčĽĹĦĉĦęĴĈŖİďŝčġĖŕĦûĈĩ

�³¼Æűā¦¼ 
�·��Æ¯¿®±�È�±Ãª±»µ 
É¦�ú³��ú·ĥ»Ï�
İĕīĸġğõďōċĩĸıęŖě�ĐĕĴĈŖõŕġĉĥĹûĎėĨĝĥċ�İėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ 

üĽĦõĥĈ�öĪĹčĕĦĈŖěĖøěĦĕĉĥĹûĳüıęĤĕĩėĭďıĎĎĳčõĦėċĽĦûĦč 
ċĩĸĖĪĈĕĥĸčęĭõøŖĦİďŝčĞĽĦøĥā�ĕĩĞŕěčėŕěĕĳčċĬõĶ�õĦėďėĥĎďėĬû 
ĒĥĆčĦ�ıĎĎİĈĨčĴďİøĩĖûöŖĦûõĥč�ıęĤøĨĈġĖĭŕİĞĕġěŕĦĲėûûĦč 
öġûęĭõøŖĦİğĕīġčİďŝčĲėûûĦčöġûİėĦ�üĪûċĽĦĳğŖıčěøĨĈčĩĹĴĈŖ 
ĞŕûĉŕġĴďĖĥûĒčĥõûĦčöġûĐĕċĬõøčıęĤİėĦĴĈŖĳþŖďėĥþāĦčĩĹ 
ĳčõĦėċĽĦûĦčüčĊĪûďśüüĬĎĥč�İėĦĖĪĈĕĥĸčİĞĕġĕĦċĩĸüĤĐęĨĉ 
ĞĨčøŖĦċĩĸĕĩøĬćĔĦĒıęĤĞŕûĕġĎĳğŖĉėûĉŕġİěęĦ�İĒīĸġĳğŖ 
õĦėċĽĦûĦčċĬõĶ�öĥĹčöġûİėĦďėĤĞĎøěĦĕĞĽĦİėķü�ĲĈĖĲøėûõĦė 
ċĩĸďėĤĞĎøěĦĕĞĽĦİėķüüčİďŝčċĩĸĖġĕėĥĎ�İõĨĈöĪĹčİĕīĸġ�7�ďō 
ċĩĸıęŖě�ĉġčċĩĸĴĈŖėĥĎøěĦĕĴěŖěĦûĳüıęĤĞėŖĦûĲėûęĭõğĩĎĕĨĉėĐę 
ġ^ĈŕĦčþŖĦû�ü^ĞĬĒėėćĎĬėĩ�ÿĪĸûĳčöćĤčĥĹčĉŖġûĊīġěŕĦİďŝč 
ĲėûûĦčĳğĕŕċĩĸġġõıĎĎıęĤõŕġĞėŖĦûıĎĎċĥčĞĕĥĖıęĤİďŝč 
ċĩĸĔĭĕĨĳüüčĊĪûċĬõěĥččĩĹ

Æ¯¿®±�È�±Ãª±»µ 
�»§§¤§¼¤É¦�¼¯�ú³®ª»Ħ¦¼ 
·Âĥµ¼ĭ�¯¯¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±
ĳčĞŕěčöġûĎėĨĝĥċ�İėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ�čĥĹč�ĊīġİďŝčĎėĨĝĥċ 

ĐĭŖĐęĨĉİøėīĸġûüĥõėĞĽĦğėĥĎġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕčĽĹĦĉĦę�ĲĈĖċĩĕûĦč 
ċĩĸĕĩċĥĹûďėĤĞĎõĦėćřıęĤİďŝčĕīġġĦþĩĒċĩĸĕĬŕûİčŖčĳčİėīĸġû 
õĦėĐęĨĉğėīġøĥĈĞėėĞĨčøŖĦċĩĸĕĩøĬćĔĦĒıęĤďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒ 
ĳğŖõĥĎęĭõøŖĦĴĈŖĳþŖûĦčüėĨû�ıęĤõĦėčĽĦİĞčġİċøĲčĲęĖĩ 
ĳğĕŕĶ�õĦėĎėĨõĦėıĎĎøėĎěûüėċĩĸĴĕŕĳþŕİĒĩĖûİýĒĦĤıøŕ 
õĦėġġõıĎĎıęĤĞėŖĦûİøėīĸġûüĥõė�ıĉŕĖĥûĈĭıęėĥõĝĦĳčĞŕěč 
ûĦčÿŕġĕĎĽĦėĬû�ėěĕĊĪûõĦėþŕěĖěĨİøėĦĤğřøěĦĕİĞĩĖğĦĖöġû 
İøėīĸġûüĥõėĳğŖõęĥĎĕĦĳþŖûĦčĴĈŖďõĉĨĉĦĕċĩĸęĭõøŖĦĉŖġûõĦė�ċĥĹûčĩĹ 
ďśüüĥĖĞĽĦøĥāčĥĹčøīġ�õĦėĒĥĆčĦĎĬøęĦõėĳğŖĕĩďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒ 
ĳčõĦėċĽĦûĦč

È·�¼µÉ¦�¼¯�®¼® 
¥Â¯�¾Ĩ·Âĥµ¼ĭ�¯¯¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼± 
É¦ű¯ºÆ¤ŰÊ¤®
üĤİğķčĴĈŖěŕĦĔĦøġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęĴĈŖĕĩ 

õĦėĉġĎėĥĎčĲĖĎĦĖĔĦøėĥĄĳčİėīĸġûöġûõĦėüĥĈĞėėĒīĹčċĩĸ 
ďęĭõĒīþĐęċĦûİõĝĉė�ĲĈĖİýĒĦĤĒīþİĜėĝĄõĨü�ġŖġĖ�ĳğŖİďŝč 
ĒīþċĈıċčĞĽĦğėĥĎĒīĹčċĩĸčĦöŖĦě�ċĩĸġĖĭŕčġõİöĉþęďėĤċĦč 
ċĩĸďėĤĞĎďśāğĦĐęĐęĨĉĉĽĸĦ�ÿĪĸûėĥĄĎĦęĴĈŖİęķûİğķčıęŖěěŕĦ 
õĦėďęĭõġŖġĖčĥĹč�ĕĩĲėûûĦčėĥĎÿīĹġıčŕčġč

ĞĽĦğėĥĎĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęİġûčĥĹčĔĦøėĥĄĴĈŖĕĩõĦėďęĈ 
ęķġøõĦėĉĥĹûĲėûûĦč�ĉĦĕċĩĸėĥĄĴĈŖĕĩĕĉĨĳğŖċĦûõėĤċėěû 
ġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕĒĨüĦėćĦġčĬāĦĉĨĳğŖĉĥĹûğėīġĖŖĦĖĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦę 
ĳğŖĕĩėĤĖĤğŕĦûüĦõõĥčĴĕŕĉĽĸĦõěŕĦ�7<�õĕ^�ėěĕĊĪûĲėûûĦč
čĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĴĈŖėĥĎĳĎġčĬāĦĉĨĉĥĹûĲėûûĦčüĤĉŖġûĕĩďėĨĕĦćġŖġĖ 
İďŝčöġûĉčİġûġĖŕĦûčŖġĖ�7<�ų�öġûõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉöġû 
ĘĈĭõĦęčĥĹčĶ�ıęĤüĤĉŖġûĴĕŕĳþŕġŖġĖöġûİõĝĉėõėÿĪĸûİďŝč 
øĭŕĞĥāāĦõĥĎĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęġīĸč��ıęĤĉŖġûĕĩďėĨĕĦćġŖġĖİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč 
ġĖŕĦûĉŕġİčīĸġû�5�ďō�İĒīĸġďőġûõĥčõĦėıĖŕûěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎġŖġĖõĥč

µĬ¼ĭ¯»§�±Âú¨Ãû¨±¾ĥÆ�¯ÁÎ·�Ĩ»�¯
·®ú¼��Æ¯¿®±�È�±Ãª±»µ 
�»§§¤§¼¤É¦�¼¯�ú³®ª»Ħ¦¼
·Âĥµ¼ĭ�¯¯·û·®Ç±º¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±
İĕīĸġĕĩõĦėöĖĦĖõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉöġûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦę 

İĒĨĸĕöĪĹč�õęĬŕĕĐĭŖĐęĨĉİøėīĸġûüĥõėüĪûĉŖġûĕĩõĦėďėĥĎĉĥěıęĤĒĥĆčĦ 
ĈŖĦčİċøĲčĲęĖĩĳğĕŕĶ�üĤİğķčĴĈŖüĦõõĦėİďęĩĸĖčıďęûİėīĸġû 
ěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎıĎĎĞĕĥĖĳğĕŕ�O%ÑŲ����ū�����P�İöŖĦĕĦĳþŖ�ĲĈĖõĦė 
ĳþŖİøėīĸġûüĥõėċĦûõĦėİõĝĉėĕĦċĈıċčıėûûĦčĔĦøİõĝĉė 
ċĩĸöĦĈıøęčĴĈŖ�ÿĪĸûġŖġĖċĩĸĞŕûİöŖĦĕĦĳğŖõĥĎĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęõķüĤ 
ĞĈıęĤĞĤġĦĈ�İčīĸġûüĦõĔĦøõĦėİõĝĉėğĥčĕĦĳþŖėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖ 
İďŝčğęĥõĳčöćĤİĈĩĖěõĥčõęĬŕĕĐĭŖĐęĨĉİøėīĸġûüĥõėġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ 
čĽĹĦĉĦęõķĉŖġûĕĩõĦėďėĥĎĉĥě�ĳčİėīĸġûöġûõĦėġġõıĎĎĳğŖ
ĞĦĕĦėĊėġûėĥĎõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉċĩĸİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč�ėěĕĊĪûõĦėęĈĳþŖ 
ĒęĥûûĦčıęĤþŕěĖďėĤğĖĥĈøŕĦÿŕġĕĎĽĦėĬûėĥõĝĦİøėīĸġûüĥõė� 

ıęĤĞĦĕĦėĊĳþŖûĦčĴĈŖĈĩĉęġĈĘĈĭğĩĎ�ęĈõĦė���Ųū	Ñ��� 
öġûİøėīĸġûüĥõė�ıęĤõĦėİĞčġċĦûİęīġõİõĩĸĖěõĥĎİċøĲčĲęĖĩ 
İøėīĸġûüĥõėĳğĕŕĶ�ĳč�õėĤĎěčõĦėĐęĨĉĳğŖõĥĎĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦę� 
üĤİğķčĴĈŖüĦõõĦėċĩĸİėĨĸĕĕĩĐĭŖĳþŖİċøĲčĲęĖĩ�������Ų��ĳčõĦė 
ğĩĎġŖġĖĳčĎŖĦčİėĦİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč�üĪûĞŕûĐęĳğŖ�1�Ų
Ñ�čĽĹĦĉĦę 
İĒĨĸĕöĪĹčıęĤĉŖčċĬčõĦėĐęĨĉęĈęû�ċĽĦĳğŖİĒĨĸĕöĩĈøěĦĕĞĦĕĦėĊ 
ĳčõĦėıöŕûöĥčõĥĎĉęĦĈĲęõĴĈŖ

Æ¯¿®±�È�±Ãª±»µ 
�»§�³¼ĥú¼�¤¿ÎÊúÆĭÁ·¦�ÃúÇ�ú�
üĬĈİĈŕčöġûİėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ�ġĖŕĦûıėõøīġ�ċĩĕûĦč� 

ıęĤøěĦĕėĥĎĐĨĈþġĎĉŕġûĦč�ĞĽĦğėĥĎĐĕĕġûěŕĦ�õĦėċĽĦûĦč 
ĞĨĸûċĩĸĞĽĦøĥāċĩĸĞĬĈ�øīġ�õĦėċĩĸĎėĨĝĥċĕĩċĩĕûĦčċĩĸĕĩĜĥõĖĔĦĒıęĤ 
ďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒ�ċĽĦûĦčĉėûĉŕġİěęĦıęĤĕĩøěĦĕĒėŖġĕċĩĸüĤ 
ċĽĦûĦč�ĐĕĕġûěŕĦğĥěğčŖĦċĩĕčĥĹčĕĩøěĦĕĞĽĦøĥāġĖŕĦûĕĦõ 
İĒėĦĤğĥěğčŖĦċĩĕüĤĉŖġûĕĩõĦėěĦûıĐčėěĕĊĪûĒĥĆčĦęĭõċĩĕ 
ĳğŖĕĩďėĤĞĨċČĨĔĦĒ�ĒėŖġĕċĩĸüĤõŖĦěĕĦİďŝčğĥěğčŖĦċĩĕĳčġčĦøĉ 
öŖĦûğčŖĦ�üĬĈİĈŕčġĖŕĦûċĩĸĞġû�øīġ�õĦėİēőčğĦěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎċĩĸĕĩ 
øĬćĔĦĒċĩĸĈĩċĩĸĞĬĈ�ĞĽĦğėĥĎċĽĦ�(ū����ıęĤ�İøėīĸġûüĥõė�ĳğŖõĥĎ 
ęĭõøŖĦ�ıęĤĐĕõķĕġûěŕĦüĬĈıöķûöġûİėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ�ċĩĸęĭõøŖĦ 
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ĳğŖøěĦĕİþīĸġĕĥĸčıęĤĴěŖěĦûĳü�øīġ�øěĦĕėĥĎĐĨĈþġĎĉŕġûĦč 
ÿĪĸûĞŕěčĳğāŕİėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ�üĤĴĈŖėĥĎğčĥûĞīġþĕİþĖ 
üĦõİüŖĦöġûõĨüõĦėċĩĸİėĦĴĈŖċĽĦûĦčĳğŖ�ıęĤİďŝčõĦėõĦėĥčĉĩ 
øĬćĔĦĒĳčõĦėċĽĦûĦčöġûİėĩĖę�ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ�ġĩõĈŖěĖ�

Æ¯¿®±�È�±Ãª±»µ 
�»§�¼¯Æĥ¯¿®�³¼ª¯û· 
É¦�¼¯�®¼®È¯��¼¦�·��±Âú
·Âĥµ¼ĭ�¯¯¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼± 
Ç±º�¼¯�®¼®ªÁÏ¦¤¿Îű±Ã�·û·® 
�·�¬¼�Æ�´ĥ¯�¯ 
¯³ŲÀ��±Âúĥ±¼Ĥ� $"
İėĩĖę� ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞĴĈŖĕĩõĦėİĉėĩĖĕøěĦĕĒėŖġĕ 

ĞĽĦğėĥĎėġûėĥĎõĦėöĖĦĖĲėûûĦčöġûõęĬŕĕġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕ 
čĽĹĦĉĦę� ĲĈĖõĦėİĒĨĸĕĳčĞŕěčöġûİøėīĸġûüĥõėĳčõĦėĐęĨĉ 
þĨĹčĞŕěčġĬďõėćřıęĤİĉėĩĖĕċĩĸüĤİďŌĈĞĦöĦõĦėĳğŖĎėĨõĦė 
ĳčĒīĹčċĩĸċĦûĔĦøĉĤěĥčġġõİýĩĖûİğčīġ�İĒīĸġċĩĸüĤĞĦĕĦėĊ 
ėġûėĥĎõĦėĳğŖĎėĨõĦėĉĦĕøěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėöġûęĭõøŖĦĴĈŖ 
ċĥčċŕěûċĩĕĦõöĪĹč� ıęĤġĩõğčĪĸûøěĦĕĔĦøĔĭĕĨĳüċĩĸİėĩĖę 

ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞĴĈŖĕĩĞŕěčėŕěĕĳčõĦėĒĥĆčĦĔĦøõĦėİõĝĉė 
ĲĈĖċĦûİėĩĖę� ĲÿęĭĒęĥĞ� ĴĈŖüĥĈĉĥĹûĎėĨĝĥċĳčİøėīġöĪĹč 
ĴĈŖıõŕ��Ď^�İėĩĖę�ġĨčİĉġėřİċėĈ�üõ^y İĒīĸġĈĭıęıęĤ 
üĥĈğĦĞĨčøŖĦċĩĸİõĩĸĖěõĥĎİøėīĸġûüĥõėĞĽĦğėĥĎėĊĉĥĈġŖġĖ� 
ÿĪĸûďśüüĬĎĥčĴĈŖĕĩõĦėčĽĦİċøĲčĲęĖĩüĦõďėĤİċĜĎėĦÿĨę 
İöŖĦĕĦİďŝčċĦûİęīġõĳğŖõĥĎİõĝĉėõėþĦěĴėŕġŖġĖĳğŖ 
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Sao Martinho revealed it was following rival 
Cosan in bucking the trend expected for 

Brazil's cane processors and raising output of 
sugar, rather than ethanol – despite being more 
upbeat over prices of the biofuel.

The sugar and ethanol group said that 
it was planning to lift its cane crush by 4.2% to 
19.50m tonnes in 2015-16, which started in April – 
enough to raise to 97% the utilisation of processing 
capacity at its mills.

However, contrary to the trend expected 
for cane crushers in Brazil's key Centre South 
region, the group will increase the proportion of 
crop going to make sugar, rather than ethanol, to 
52% from 49% last season. That will lift output of 
sugar by 5.2% to 1.30m tonnes, while production 
of ethanol will drop by some 8% to 727,000 
cubic metres.

Brazilian cane industry group Unica expected 
the proportion of cane turned into sugar in the 
Centre South overall to fall to a seven-year low 
of 41.9% in 2015-16.

For Brazil's Centre South, the group high-
lighted a forecast from Unica that the region will 
see sugar output remain stable this season at 
31.8m tonnes, a figure which, given levels of "global 
supply and demand, "leads us to believe that 
sugar prices will not post a significant recovery 
by the end of the 2015-16 crop year".

The group forecast that ethanol prices 
would "improve over the season, given the 
potential increase in the [Brazilian] gasoline price 
of around 9.1%", as expected by the country's 
influential Copom monetary policy committee. 
"Stronger demand for ethanol [in Brazil] in the 
first few months of 2015 already reflects its 
higher competitiveness against gasoline."

However, the group has already built up 
sizeable inventories of ethanol, of nearly 82,000 
cubic metres as of the end of March – triple those 
a year before.

Sao Martinho's sugar stocks, meanwhile, 
were 7.8% lower at 6,659 tonnes. The company, 
forecasting continued pressure on sugar prices, 
has also hedged significant supplies of the 
sweetener ahead too, at prices well ahead of the 
futures curve.

Sao Martinho's results were released 
before data from industry group Unica showed a 
continuing preference by Centre South mills for 
producing ethanol, rather than sugar, from cane 
in the first half of June.
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The Three Sugar Mill Associations 
touted the potential of sugarcane 

biomass power plants and announced their 
readiness to support the government’s 
Power Development Plan of 2015 (PDP) 
for electricity security. Each year, sugar 
production produces as much as 18 million 
tons of bagasse, which can generate 1,500 
MW annually. The conversion will not only 
reduce waste disposal problems and 
 environmental impact, but also correspond 
with the government’s economic crop 
zoning policy.

Mr. Sirivuthi  Siamphakdee, Chairman 
of the Public Relations Team of the Three 
Thai Sugar Mill Associations, revealed that 
the government had approved Thailand’s 
Power Development Plan for 2015-2016 
(PDP 2015), a long-term electricity supply 
plan drawn up with consideration to three 
major factors, namely national electricity 

system security, environment, and economy. 
The plan also factors in energy conserva-
tion as well as renewable and alternative 
energy development, which constitutes an 
appropriate policy whereby the govern-
ment encourages the private sector or 
entrepreneurs to invest more in electricity 
generation from renewable energy.

Currently, more than 100 million 
tons of sugarcane is fed into sugar 
production, producing approximately 
18 million tons of bagasse, which could 
be used as fuel or produce as much as 
1,500 MW of electricity. However, as of 
now, there are only 82 projects that can 

supply electricity, accounting for only 
800 MW of the promised amount.

 “The sugarcane and sugar 
 industry holds a lot of potential and is 
ready to push forward the PDP 2015 to 
achieve its goal because every sugar mill 
produces su"cient amounts of bagasse to 
generate electricity to feed the demand 
that is growing each year. This will help 
bolster the nation’s energy security and 
can supply consistent electricity into the 
system when compared to electricity 
generation from other raw materials,” 
said Mr. Sirivuthi

Electricity production from bagasse 
also satisfies the environmental aspect 
of the PDP 2015 in that it makes use of 
and adds value to production waste. 
In addition, it also presents sugarcane 
cultivation as an option for farmers as 
sugar mills are willing to buy all the 

sugarcane products and 
the sugarcane pricing is 
regulated by governmental 
agencies to ensure just 
prices, reducing farm 
product price risks for 
farmers.
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4<37� ÿĪĸûİďŝčıĐčüĥĈğĦĴēēőĦĳčėĤĖĤĖĦě�ċĩĸ

ĒĨüĦėćĦĉĦĕğęĥõİõćąřĞĽĦøĥā�5�ĈŖĦč�ďėĤõġĎ 
ĈŖěĖ�ĈŖĦčøěĦĕĕĥĸûøûöġûėĤĎĎĴēēőĦöġûďėĤİċĜ� 
ĈŖĦčĞĨĸûıěĈęŖġĕıęĤĈŖĦčİĜėĝĄõĨü� ĲĈĖøĽĦčĪûĊĪû 
õĦėġčĬėĥõĝřĒęĥûûĦč�õĦėĒĥĆčĦĒęĥûûĦčċĈıċč�
ıęĤĒęĥûûĦčċĦûİęīġõ�ÿĪĸûĊīġİďŝččĲĖĎĦĖċĩĸĈĩċĩĸ 
ĔĦøėĥĄĕĬŕûĞŕûİĞėĨĕĳğŖĔĦøİġõþčğėīġĐĭŖďėĤõġĎõĦė 
ęûċĬčĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦüĦõĒęĥûûĦčğĕĬčİěĩĖč 
İĒĨĸĕĕĦõöĪĹč

ďśüüĬĎĥč�õėĤĎěčõĦėĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčıĉŕęĤ 
ďōĕĩďėĨĕĦćġŖġĖİõĨčõěŕĦ�3<<�ęŖĦčĉĥč�ĲĈĖĕĩõĦõ 
ġŖġĖċĩĸİğęīġĳþŖİďŝčİþīĹġİĒęĨûĴĈŖďėĤĕĦć�3:�ęŖĦčĉĥč� 
ĞĦĕĦėĊčĽĦĴďĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦĴĈŖĕĦõĊĪû�3]7<<� 
İĕõĤěĥĉĉř� ıĉŕĕĩĲøėûõĦėċĩĸüĽĦğčŕĦĖĴēēőĦĴĈŖ� :4� 
ĲøėûõĦė�øĨĈİďŝčďėĨĕĦćõĦėüĽĦğčŕĦĖĴēēőĦĉĦĕ 
ĞĥāāĦİĒĩĖû�:<<�õěŕĦİĕõĤěĥĉĉř

�ġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕġŖġĖıęĤčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖ�
ĊīġİďŝčġĬĉĞĦğõėėĕċĩĸĕĩĜĥõĖĔĦĒıęĤĒėŖġĕ
ĞčĥĎĞčĬčĐęĥõĈĥčıĐč�ĒĥĆčĦõĽĦęĥûĴēēőĦ�(�(�
4<37�öġûĔĦøėĥĄĳğŖďėĤĞĎøěĦĕĞĽĦİėķüĉĦĕ�
İďőĦğĕĦĖ�İčīĸġûüĦõĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖċĬõĲėû
ĕĩõĦõġŖġĖċĩĸčĽĦĴďİďŝčěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎĳčõĦėĐęĨĉĴēēőĦ
ĕĦõİĒĩĖûĒġĉŕġõĦėĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦďőġč
øěĦĕĉŖġûõĦėĳþŖĈŖĦčĒęĥûûĦčĴēēőĦċĩĸöĖĦĖĉĥě
ĞĭûöĪĹčċĬõďō�ĞĦĕĦėĊþŕěĖİĞėĨĕĞėŖĦûøěĦĕĕĥĸčøû
ĈŖĦčĒęĥûûĦčĳğŖıõŕďėĤİċĜ�ıęĤĕĩøěĦĕĒėŖġĕ
üŕĦĖĴēēőĦİöŖĦėĤĎĎĴĈŖġĖŕĦûĞĕĽĸĦİĞĕġİĕīĸġİċĩĖĎ
õĥĎõĦėĐęĨĉĴēēőĦċĩĸĳþŖěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎďėĤİĔċġīĸčĶy�
čĦĖĞĨėĨěĬċČĨļ�õęŕĦě

čġõüĦõčĩĹ�õĦėĐęĨĉõėĤıĞĴēēőĦċĩĸĳþŖõĦõ
ġŖġĖİďŝčİþīĹġİĒęĨû�ĖĥûþŕěĖĉġĎĲüċĖřĉĦĕğęĥõİõćąř
ıĐčĒĥĆčĦĴēēőĦ�(�(�4<37�ĈŖĦčĞĨĸûıěĈęŖġĕċĩĸ
ĞĦĕĦėĊčĽĦİĜĝěĥĞĈĬċĩĸİğęīġüĦõõėĤĎěčõĦėĐęĨĉĕĦ 
ĳþŖĳğŖİõĨĈďėĤĲĖþčřıęĤĞėŖĦûĕĭęøŕĦİĒĨĸĕ�ġĩõċĥĹûõĦėďęĭõ 
ġŖġĖİďŝčċĦûİęīġõıõŕİõĝĉėõėĳčõĦėďėĤõġĎġĦþĩĒ�
ÿĪĸûĐęĐęĨĉċĬõĉĥčġŖġĖċĦûĲėûûĦččĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖĒėŖġĕ 
ėĥĎÿīĹġüĦõİõĝĉėõėċĥĹûğĕĈ�öćĤċĩĸõĦėõĽĦğčĈ
ėĦøĦġŖġĖĕĩğčŕěĖûĦčėĥĄõĽĦõĥĎĈĭıęĳğŖĴĈŖėĦøĦċĩĸ
İďŝčČėėĕ�üĪûþŕěĖęĈøěĦĕİĞĩĸĖûĈŖĦčėĦøĦĐęĐęĨĉ
öġûİõĝĉėõėĈŖěĖ^
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He said the first tranche of 1 billion 

baht is allocated for expanding ethanol 

production capacity of its sugar production 

facility in Kalasin province to 1.45 million litres 

a day from 1.2 million litres. Another 1.7 billion 

baht is for capacity expansion of a biomass 

project by another 45 megawatts in the same 

area. Commercial operation of that project is 

expected to start at the end of next year. 

Some 1.3 billion baht is for a project to 

expand the capacity of a biomass power plant 

in Chaiyaphum province by another 26 MW, 

with operation possible this year. 

He said the group was diversifying by 

investing in other kinds of renewable energy 

such as solar farms and solar rooftops at their 

Kalasin and Chaiyaphum sugar complexes for 

a combined price tag of 150 million baht. The 

solar panels are expected to start generating 

power late this year or early next. 

The last tranche of 250 million baht is set 

for expansion of a production facility for dry 

yeast, which is a byproduct of ethanol production. 

The company plans to increase production of dry 

yeast to 9,000 tonnes. 

Dry yeast production in the first year 

will go for animal feedstu"s, with the company 

developing other products later. 

"We've been working with our strategic 

partner to diversify into this sector in order to tap 

rising demand in the future," Mr Pravit said. 

The company plans to use vinasse, known 

as brewing yeast, which is a byproduct of 

ethanol production, as a substance for feedstocks 

and food flavourings. It is also conducting a 

feasibility study on producing organic fertilisers 

from vinasse. 

"We plan to add more value to our waste, 

using it as a resource for energy, fuel, wood 

replacement, animal food and cosmetics," 

Mr Pravit said. 

He said Mitr Phol expected to have an 

additional sugar-cane plantation, which would 

increase sugar production by 10,000 tonnes 

in the coming year. This will provide additional 

bagasse and vinasse for biomass projects. 

The company plans to raise sugar-crushing 

capacity for the 201516 crop to capitalise on 

increased cane production. In the current 201415 

crop, its crushing capacity rose to nearly 106 

million tonnes.  Mitr Phol has earmarked 3.5 

billion baht to double production in Laos to 

90,000 tonnes and expects to hit 120,000 

tonnes in a few years.

õęĬŕĕĕĨĉėĐę�ĐĭŖĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦęėĦĖĳğāŕċĩĸĞĬĈġĥčĈĥĎĞĩĸ
öġûĲęõ�üĥĈĞėėûĎ�6^6�ęŖĦčĎĦċ�İĒīĸġöĖĦĖČĬėõĨüĒęĥûûĦč
ċĈıċčĲĈĖėŕĦûıĐčĐęĨĉİġċĦčġęıęĤĖĩĞĉřığŖûİĒĨĸĕ

čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖř� ďėĤõĘĉĜėĩ� õėėĕõĦėĐĭŖüĥĈõĦė
õęĬŕĕČĬėõĨüĒęĥûûĦčċĈıċč�õęŕĦěěŕĦ�õĦėęûċĬčüĤİėĨĸĕöĪĹč 
ĳčğõİĈīġčğęĥûöġûďōčĩĹ�ıęĤüĤĈĽĦİčĨčĉŕġĴďüčĊĪûĞĨĹčďōğčŖĦ 

"Mitr Phol" Invest 4.4 Billion Baht for 
Diversifies with Ethanol, Dry Yeast

Mitr Phol Group, the world’s fourth-largest sugar producer, is allocating 4.4 billion baht to expand its renewable energy 

business, with plans to produce more ethanol and dry yeast. 

Pravit Prakitsri, managing director of the company's renewable energy business, said investment was expected to start 

in the second half of this year and run through the end of next year.  The investment project is in line with the group's capital 

expenditure, which is set at 18 billion baht a year for both domestic and international projects. 
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ĲøėûõĦėĈĥûõęŕĦěġĖĭŕĳčĞŕěčİĈĩĖěõĥĎûĎďėĤĕĦćöġûõęĬŕĕ
ĎėĨĝĥċ�ÿĪĸûĉĥĹûĴěŖċĩĸ�ğčĪĸûğĕīĸčıďĈĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċĉŕġďō�ċĥĹûĲøėûõĦė
ĳčďėĤİċĜ�ıęĤĲøėûõĦėčĦčĦþĦĉĨ

čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖřõęŕĦěěŕĦ�3�ĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċıėõ�üĥĈĞėėĴěŖ 
ĞĽĦğėĥĎõĦėöĖĦĖõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉİġċĦčġę�üĦõĲėûûĦčĐęĨĉ 
čĽĹĦĉĦęöġûõęĬŕĕ�ĳčüĥûğěĥĈõĦĠĞĨčČĬř�İĒĨĸĕİďŝč�3^67�ęŖĦčęĨĉė 
ĉŕġěĥč�üĦõ�3^4�ęŖĦčęĨĉė�Ğŕěčġĩõ�3^9�ĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċ�üĤčĽĦĕĦĳþŖ 
İĒīĸġöĖĦĖõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉĳčĲøėûõĦėĒęĥûûĦčþĩěĕěęİĒĨĸĕöĪĹč�
67�İĕõĤěĥĉĉřĳčİöĉĒīĹčċĩĸİĈĩĖěõĥč�õėĤĎěčõĦėċĦûĒĦćĨþĖř
öġûĲøėûõĦėĈĥûõęŕĦě�øĦĈěŕĦüĤİėĨĸĕöĪĹčĳčĞĨĹčďōğčŖĦ

Ğŕěč�3^5�ĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċĴĈŖüĥĈĴěŖĞĽĦğėĥĎĲøėûõĦėöĖĦĖ
õĽĦęĥûĲėûĐęĨĉõĽĦęĥûüĦõĒęĥûûĦčþĩěĕěęĳčüĥûğěĥĈþĥĖĔĭĕĨ�İďŝč�
48�İĕõĤěĥĉĉř�ĲĈĖõėĤĎěčõĦėüĤİėĨĸĕöĪĹčĳčďōčĩĹ

čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖřİĞėĨĕěŕĦ�ċĦûõęĬŕĕĴĈŖİĒĨĸĕøěĦĕğęĦõ
ğęĦĖċĦûČĬėõĨü�ĲĈĖęûċĬčĳčĒęĥûûĦčğĕĬčİěĩĖčďėĤİĔċġīĸčĶ 
İþŕč�ĲÿęŕĦēĦėřĕ�OıĐûĒęĥûûĦčıĞûġĦċĨĉĖřP�ıęĤĲÿęŕĦėĭē�
OėĤĎĎĐęĨĉĒęĥûûĦčıĞûġĦċĨĉĖřĉĨĈĉĥĹûĎčğęĥûøĦP�ċĩĸĲėûûĦč
čĽĹĦĉĦę�üĥûğěĥĈõĦĠĞĨčČĬř�ıęĤċĩĸþĥĖĔĭĕĨ�ĲĈĖėěĕıęŖěċĥĹûĞĨĹč 
ĕĩĕĭęøŕĦ�37<ęŖĦčĎĦċ�ĲĈĖøĦĈěŕĦıĐûĒęĥûûĦčıĞûġĦċĨĉĖř 
üĤİėĨĸĕĐęĨĉĒęĥûûĦčĳğŖĳþŖĳčĞĨĹčďōčĩĹ�ğėīġġĦüİďŝčĉŖčďōğčŖĦ

Ğŕěč�47<�ęŖĦčĎĦċĞĬĈċŖĦĖ�ĴĈŖüĥĈĞėėİĒīĸġõĦėöĖĦĖ 
õĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉĖĩĞĉřığŖû� ÿĪĸûİďŝčĐęĒęġĖĴĈŖöġûõĦėĐęĨĉ 
İġċĦčġę�ĲĈĖċĦûĎėĨĝĥċěĦûıĐčěŕĦüĤİĒĨĸĕüĽĦčěčõĦėĐęĨĉ
ĖĩĞĉřığŖûĳğŖĊĪû�;]<<<�ĉĥč

ċĥĹûčĩĹõĦėĐęĨĉĖĩĞĉřığŖûĳčďōıėõ� üĤİďŝčõĦėĐęĨĉ
İĒīĸġİďŝčġĦğĦėĞĥĉěř�ĲĈĖċĦûĎėĨĝĥċüĤĒĥĆčĦİďŝčĐęĨĉĔĥćąř 
ġīĸčĶ�ĉŕġĴď

�İėĦċĽĦûĦčėŕěĕõĥĎğĬŖčĞŕěčċĦûĈŖĦčõęĖĬċČřöġûİėĦ�
öĖĦĖøěĦĕğęĦõğęĦĖĳčĞŕěččĩĹ� İĒīĸġĉġĎĞčġûġĬďĞûøř
ċĩĸİĒĨĸĕĕĦõöĪĹčĳčġčĦøĉy�čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖř�õęŕĦě

ċĦûĎėĨĝĥċěĦûıĐčüĤĳþŖčĽĹĦõĦõĞŕĦ�ğėīġĖĩĞĉřĞĽĦğėĥĎ
ğĕĥõ� ĐęĒęġĖĴĈŖüĦõõĦėĐęĨĉİġċĦčġę� İďŝčěĥĉĊĬĈĨĎ
ĳčõĦėĐęĨĉġĦğĦėĞĥĉěř� ıęĤĐûþĭėĞ�ıęĤċĦûĎėĨĝĥċĖĥûċĽĦ 
õĦėĜĪõĝĦøěĦĕİďŝčĴďĴĈŖİĒĨĸĕİĉĨĕ�ĈŖĦčõĦėĐęĨĉďĬœĖþĩěĔĦĒ
üĦõčĽĹĦõĦõĞŕĦġĩõĈŖěĖ

�İėĦěĦûıĐčċĩĸüĤİĒĨĸĕĕĭęøŕĦĳğŖõĥĎĞĨĸûİğęīġĳþŖ�ĲĈĖĳþŖ�
İďŝčığęŕûĒęĥûûĦč�İþīĹġİĒęĨû�ıďėİďŝčĞĨĸûċĩĸĳþŖċĈıċč�ĴĕŖ��
ġĦğĦėĞĥĉěř�ıęĤİøėīĸġûĞĽĦġĦûy�čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖř�õęŕĦě

čĦĖďėĤěĨċĖřõęŕĦěİĞėĨĕěŕĦ� ĕĨĉėĐęøĦĈğěĥûüĤ 
İĒĨĸĕĒīĹčċĩĸİĒĦĤďęĭõġŖġĖ� ĲĈĖüĤİĒĨĸĕĐęĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦęĴĈŖĊĪû� 
3<]<<<�ĉĥč�ĳčďōċĩĸüĤĊĪû�ÿĪĸûüĤİĒĨĸĕüĽĦčěčõĦõġŖġĖ�ıęĤ 
čĽĹĦõĦõĞŕĦ�ĞĽĦğėĥĎĲøėûõĦėĒęĥûûĦčþĩěĕěę

ċĦûĎėĨĝĥċěĦûıĐčċĩĸüĤİĒĨĸĕõĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦę� 
üĦõĐęĐęĨĉďėĤüĽĦďō�477:N7;�İĒīĸġİďŝčõĦėċĽĦċĬčėġûėĥĎ 
õĦėďęĭõġŖġĖċĩĸĕĦõöĪĹč�ĐęĐęĨĉġŖġĖďėĤüĽĦďō�4779N7:�čĥĹč� 
õĽĦęĥûõĦėĐęĨĉĴĈŖİĒĨĸĕöĪĹčİõīġĎ�3<8�ęŖĦčĉĥč�õęĬŕĕĕĨĉėĐę 
ĴĈŖüĥĈĞėėİûĨč�5^7�ĒĥčęŖĦčĎĦċ�İĒīĸġİĒĨĸĕĐęĐęĨĉĳčďėĤİċĜ
ęĦě�İďŝčĞġûİċŕĦ�øīġ�;<]<<<�ĉĥč�ıęĤøĦĈěŕĦüĤİĒĨĸĕİďŝč� 
34<]<<<�ĉĥč�ĳčþŕěûĞġûĊĪûĞĦĕďōöŖĦûğčŖĦ^
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Fiji Sugar Corporation is due to commission a 

new combined heat and power plant (CHP) 

at its Labasa Mill in the north of the country. 

The company is currently developing a series 

of CHP facilities to run on bagasse, a biomass 

by-product of sugar cane processing.

At Labasa FSC is developing a 10 MW 

project, while a further two projects with a 

combined capacity of 45 MW are underway at 

the Rarawai plant.

FSC is using the bagasse to generate electricity 

to export into the Fiji Electricity Authority (FEA) 

grid, and to generate process steam. Developed 

at a cost of $17 million, the Labasa project was 

financed by the Fiji Development Bank.

FSC Labasa general manager Karia 

Christopher reportedly said of the development: 

‘It will be something that will benefit the North 

as the mill will be producing electricity not only 

during crushing season but also sell power to 

Fiji Electricity Authority during o" season.

‘Six to seven MW will be used in the 

factory and the rest will be sold to FEA through 

the year which means extra revenue for Labasa 

mill which has based their revenue from sugar 

and molasses,’ he added.
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Preparation of Land for 
Sugarcane Cultivation with 
Stripe Tillage

Human-powered land preparation for 

sugarcane cultivation often results in 

sugarcane buds rotting, especially in paddies or 

lowlands. On the other hand, sugarcanes do not 

rot as a result of waterlogging as much when 

sugarcane planters are employed as the ridges 

created this way are not as high as those raised 

by labor. Therefore, one new soil preparation 

method for sugarcane plantation that can help 

solve such problems is stripe tillage.

Preparation of land for 
sugarcane cultivation with 
stripe tillage

Stripe tillage is tillage that is restricted to 

the rows in which the sugarcane will be planted 

using rippers and rotary tillers. Rippers will 

shatter the hardpan soil to allow rainwater or excess 

irrigated water to drain downward to lower soil 

layers, the moisture from which will rise and benefit 

the sugarcane plants during dry spells as there is 

no longer hardpan soil to trap moisture. Working 

in tandem with rippers, rotary tillers plow the soil 

surface along the strips ploughed by rippers to 

close up the lower soil layers to retain moisture 

in the soil around the sugarcane roots.

This tillage method for sugarcane cultivation 

can be divided into two stages. The first stage 

involves plowing only the furrows in which the 

sugarcane will be planted, or mulch-tilling 

followed by a fallow period if the field is covered 

in sugarcane leaves or weeds. The second stage, 

which takes place two weeks after the sugarcane 

plants have sprouted leaves, is tilling the along 

the untilled tracks left by the wheels of the 

sugarcane planter. This second tillage will allow the 

moisture from the soil beneath to seep through and 

promote the growth of the sugarcane plants.

Required equipment: 

Stripe tillage requires two main sets of 

agricultural machinery, namely: 

1.  A ripper-tiller machine, with the ripper 

in the front and the rotary tiller in the back.

2. A sugarcane planter with a water and 

fertilizer dispensing tank.

Steps:

The direction of the furrows to be tilled by 

the ripper-tiller must first be determined to ensure 

straight planting rows. If the field has never been 

used to plant sugarcane or has already been tilled 

with sugarcane leaves and stubbles incorporated 

after the last year of plantation, markers must 

be used to plot the plantation rows, after which 

a ripper-tiller set will be used to tilled the soil in 

preparation for the sugarcane planter. However, if 

the ratoons have not been removed, a disc harrow 

ĲĈĖ�ġėėĊĞĨċČĨļ��ĎĬāČėėĕ�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������
ĜĭčĖřěĨüĥĖıęĤĒĥĆčĦõĦėİõĝĉėĞĬĒėėćĎĬėĩ��
ĞĽĦčĥõěĨüĥĖıęĤĒĥĆčĦõĦėİõĝĉėİöĉċĩĸ�7 
õėĕěĨþĦõĦėİõĝĉė
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must be used to cut, with the harrow cutting and 

shredding sugarcane leaves lying between the 

ratoon rows and the rotary tiller incorporating 

leaf shreds into the soil. Then, a ripper-tiller set 

machine can be used to till between rows again 

where the harrow has been used to shred leaves 

and incorporated leaves into the soil. This will 

loosen the soil for the sugarcane planter as well 

as shatter the hardpan soil between the plantation 

rows as well. Afterwards, the sugarcane planter is 

used while dispensing water at the same time to 

promote consistent growth and allow immediate 

cultivation as this step does not require subsequent 

post-planting watering by labor.

After the sugarcane has been planted, 

imazapic and pendimethalin must be immediately 

sprayed because the moisture from the water 

dispensed during the planting may allow weeds 

to grow unless herbicides are applied. After two 

of three weeks of germination, a ripper-tiller can 

be used to till the between-row soil to promote 

growth as the ripper will allow moisture from 

the soil beneath to benefit the sugarcane plants 

and the tiller will help seal the moisture in. This 

is performed along the wheel tracks left by the 

tractor during the planting stage, which has 

been untilled.

After 45 days of germination, in case of 

furrow irrigation, a moldboard plow maybe used 

to dig furrows between sugarcane rows along with 

water can flow. On the other hand, for drip

The advantages of preparation 
of land for sugarcane 
cultivation with stripe tillage

1. This method results in a faster soil 

preparation compared to other methods that rely 

on plowing discs in primary and secondary tillage 

as the use of a ripper in tandem with a rotary tiller 

will work on only the areas where the sugarcane 

will be planted or just half of the entire field.

2. The method can be applied to soil with 

excess or insu!cient moisture in a greater area 

than the use of plowing discs because it requires 

less drag force as the rotary tiller helps the tractor 

propel forward while the vibration of the tiller 

prevents the ripper from being stuck in the soil. 

3. This method helps obviate the problem 

experienced when using plowing discs on clods. 

For instance, in most paddies, the soil is either 

clay or belongs to the Takhli series, both of which 

clumps up and turns hard when dried and turns 

sticky when wet, which poses di!culty to tillage 

with plowing discs.
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4. A smaller tractor can be used in land 

preparation. Instead of a tractor of over 90 HP, 

a 70 HP tractor would be su!cient because 

the tillage is divided into two parts: the initial 

tilling of the sugarcane plantation rows and the 

subsequent tilling of the tractor track left untilled 

from the first stage after the sugarcane plants 

have germinated.

5. This method allows a field to be portioned 

and allotted to sugarcane cultivation, especially 

parts of the field where sugarcane does not grow 

or grow poorly.

6. This method helps retain the moisture 

of the lower soil layer and reduce soil erosion 

as the other half of the area has not been tilled, 

which helps maintain the soil surface if it rains 

after planting.

7. The preparation of land for sugarcane 

cultivation costs two-three times less than regular 

land preparation methods.
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İĒķčĈĨİĕķċċĦęĨčċĥčċĩ�İĒėĦĤěŕĦĈĨčĕĩøěĦĕþīĹčüĦõõĦėğĖġĈ

čĽĹĦĒėŖġĕõĥĎõĦėďęĭõġŖġĖċĽĦĳğŖĕĩĲġõĦĞċĩĸěĥþĒīþüĤöĪĹčĊŖĦĴĕŕ

ĒŕčĖĦøĬĕğāŖĦ�ğęĥûüĦõġŖġĖûġõ�4N5�ĞĥďĈĦğř�ĳþŖ�ėĨďİďġėř

ėŕěĕõĥĎüġĎğĕĬčĴĊĒėěčĈĨčėĤğěŕĦûıĊěġŖġĖüĤþŕěĖĳğŖġŖġĖ

ĕĩõĦėûġõċĩĸĈĩöĪĹč� İĒėĦĤěŕĦėĨďİďġėřþŕěĖĳğŖøěĦĕþīĹčöġûĈĨč 

þĥĹčęŕĦûöĪĹčĕĦİďŝčďėĤĲĖþčřõĥĎġŖġĖıęĤĕĩüġĎğĕĬčĒėěčĈĨč

þŕěĖďŌĈøěĦĕþīĹč�İďŝčıčěċĩĸęŖġėĊıċėõİĉġėřěĨĸûĐŕĦčĳčþŕěû

ďęĭõ�ÿĪĸûİďŝčıčěċĩĸĴĕŕĴĈŖĕĩõĦėĴĊĒėěč

ğęĥûüĦõġŖġĖûġõĴĈŖ�67�ěĥč�ĊŖĦİďŝčõĦėĳğŖčĽĹĦıĎĎ

ďęŕġĖĴďĉĦĕėŕġû� ĳþŖĴĊğĥěğĕĭ� ĴĊėĤğěŕĦûıĊěġŖġĖ� üĤ

ċĽĦĳğŖİõĨĈİďŝčėŕġû� ĞĦĕĦėĊĳğŖčĽĹĦġŖġĖĴďĉĦĕėŕġûĴĈŖ� ıĉŕ

ĊŖĦİďŝčõĦėĳğŖčĽĹĦġŖġĖıĎĎėĤĎĎčĽĹĦğĖġĈĐĨěĈĨč� ĴĕŕüĽĦİďŝč

ĉŖġûİďŌĈėŕġû

�û·Ĥ¿�·��¼¯Æĥ¯¿®Ĥ¾¦ű±Ã�·û·®
Ç§§±Ĥ�¼¯ÊŲª¯³¦�µÊĥ¯ªþ�¤¾±Æ±Ĩ�
(Stripe Tillage)

3^İĉėĩĖĕĈĨčĴĈŖėěĈİėķěõěŕĦõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨčďęĭõġŖġĖ

ĲĈĖċĥĸěĴďċĩĸĕĩõĦėĳþŖĐĦęüĦčĴĊĈĤ�ĴĊıďė�İĒėĦĤěŕĦõĦėĳþŖ�

ėĨďİďġėřėŕěĕõĥĎüġĎğĕĬčĴĊĒėěčĈĨčİýĒĦĤıčěċĩĸüĤďęĭõ

ġŖġĖğėīġİĒĩĖûøėĪĸûöġûĒīĹčċĩĸ

4^ĞĦĕĦėĊİĉėĩĖĕĈĨčċĩĸĕĩøěĦĕþīĹčĞĭûğėīġĉĽĸĦİõĨčĴď

ĴĈŖõěŖĦûõěŕĦõĦėĳþŖĐĦęüĦč� İčīĸġûüĦõĳþŖıėûýĬĈęĦõċĩĸčŖġĖ

õěŕĦİĒėĦĤĕĩüġĎğĕĬčþŕěĖĳčõĦėİøęīĸġčċĩĸĴďöŖĦûğčŖĦöġû

ėĊıċėõİĉġėřıęĤõĦėċĩĸüġĎğĕĬčĞĥĸčĞĤİċīġčċĽĦĳğŖėĨďİďġėř

ĴĕŕĊĭõĈĨčĖĪĈĴěŖ

5^İďŝčěĨČĩõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨčċĩĸþŕěĖıõŖďśāğĦõĦėĳþŖĐĦę

üĦčĴĊĈĨčİďŝčõŖġč� İþŕč�ĈĨččĦċĩĸĞŕěčĳğāŕİďŝčĈĨčİğčĩĖě�

ĈĨčþĬĈĉĦøęĩċĩĸİěęĦığŖûüĤıöķûİďŝčõŖġč�ıęĤİĕīĸġĈĨčİďōĖõ

üĤİğčĩĖěĴĊĒėěčĈŖěĖĐĦęüĦčċĽĦĴĈŖĖĦõ

6^ęĈöčĦĈėĊıċėõİĉġėřċĩĸĳþŖĳčõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨč�üĦõċĩĸ 

ĉŖġûĳþŖėĊıċėõİĉġėřċĩĸĕĩõĽĦęĥûĕĦõõěŕĦ� ;<�ıėûĕŖĦİğęīġ 

9<�ıėûĕŖĦ� İĒėĦĤİďŝčõĦėĴĊĒėěčċĩĸıĎŕûøėĪĸûõĦėċĽĦûĦč

ûĦčøīġĳčĉġčıėõİďŝčõĦėĴĊĒėěčİýĒĦĤıčěċĩĸüĤďęĭõ

ġŖġĖ�ıęĤİĕīĸġġŖġĖûġõüĪûĴĊĒėěčĳčĞŕěčċĩĸİğęīġõķøīġıčě

ċĩĸėĊıċėõİĉġėř

7^ĞĦĕĦėĊıĎŕûĒīĹčċĩĸďęĭõġŖġĖĳčĎĦûĞŕěčöġûıďęûĴĈŖ�

ċĩĸĕĩďśāğĦġŖġĖĴĕŕûġõğėīġİüėĨāİĉĨĎĲĉĴĕŕĈĩ

8^İďŝčěĨČĩõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨčċĩĸėĥõĝĦøěĦĕþīĹčöġûĈĨč

þĥĹčęŕĦû� ıęĤİďŝčěĨČĩõĦėċĩĸþŕěĖęĈõĦėþĤęŖĦûğčŖĦĈĨč� O��
�

Ų����P� üĦõõĦėċĩĸĒīĹčċĩĸġĩõøėĪĸûğčĪĸûĖĥûĴĕŕĕĩõĦėĴĊĒėěč

þŕěĖĖĪĈğčŖĦĈĨčĴěŖ�ĳčõėćĩċĩĸğęĥûďęĭõġŖġĖĕĩđčĉõ

9^ĕĩĉŖčċĬčĳčõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨčċĩĸĉĽĸĦõěŕĦõĦėİĉėĩĖĕĈĨč

ďęĭõġŖġĖĲĈĖċĥĸěĴď�4N5�İċŕĦ^``� ĊŖĦİďŝčõĦėďęĭõėĤğěŕĦûıĊěġŖġĖĉġİõŕĦĳþŖĐĦęĞĥĎĳĎ
õŕġč� ıďęûċĩĸĴĕŕĕĩĳĎøęĬĕĈĨčĳþŖėĨďİďġėřėŕěĕõĥĎüġĎğĕĬč 
ĴĊĒėěčĈĨčıčěďęĭõ

``�ĳčõĦėďęĭõġŖġĖėĤğěŕĦûıĊěġŖġĖĉġİõŕĦ�ĞĦĕĦėĊċĖġĖďęĭõ
ġŖġĖ�ğėīġďęĭõĳčĎĦûĞŕěčöġûıďęûġŖġĖ
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Did you know?

Molasses is a thick syrup produced when 
the sugar cane plant is processed to make 

refined sugar for mass consumption. Whereas 
the toxic and unhealthy refined sugar is destined 
for our supermarket shelves, the highly nutritious 
molasses - which contains all the minerals and 
nutrients absorbed by the plant - is more likely 
to be sold as livestock feed instead. Fortunately, 
the nutritional value of molasses is becoming 
better-known. This is especially true of blackstrap 
molasses, the highest and most nutritious grade  
of molasses. 

What blackstrap molasses 
does for us?

Good for hair - One serving (two table-
spoons) of blackstrap contains approximately 
14 percent of our RDI of copper, an important 
trace mineral whose peptides help rebuild 
the skin structure that supports healthy hair. 
Consequently, long-term consumption of 
blackstrap has been linked to improved hair 
quality, hair regrowth in men and even a restoration 
of your hair's original color! 

Safe sweetener for diabetics - Unlike 
refined sugar, blackstrap molasses has a moderate 
glycemic load of 55. This makes it a good sugar 
substitute for diabetics and individuals who are 
seeking to avoid blood sugar spikes. Moreover, 
one serving of blackstrap contains no fat and 
only 32 calories, making it suitable for a weight 
loss diet.

Laxative qualities - Blackstrap is a natural 
stool softener that can improve the regularity and 
quality of your bowel movements.

Rich in iron - Two tablespoons of 
blackstrap contain 13.2 percent of our RDI of  
iron, which our bodies need to carry oxygen to 

our blood cells. People who are 
anemic (including pregnant women) 
will greatly benefit from consuming 
1-2 tablespoons of blackstrap 
molasses per day.

High in calcium and magne-
sium - Blackstrap molasses contains 
a mineral profile that has been 
optimized by nature for superior 
absorption. Our bodies need large 
quantities of magnesium to help 
absorb similarly large quantities 
of calcium. Both of these minerals 
aid the growth and development of 
bones, making blackstrap a good 
safeguard against osteoporosis and 
other bone diseases.

Additional mineral content - 
The blackstrap molasses also contains of 

Manganese (which helps produce energy from 
proteins and carbohydrates), Potassium (which 
plays an important role in nerve transmission 
and muscle contraction), Vitamin B6 (which 
aids brain and skin development) and Selenium, 
an important antioxidant.

The best way to take blackstrap as a sup 
plement is to mix between 1-2 tablespoons of it in 
a cup of boiling water and then drink it through a 
straw once the water has cooled. (The straw helps 
the molasses bypass your teeth.) This should be 
done daily, ideally first thing in the morning when 
you need the energy most.

Finally, remember to purchase blackstrap 
that is organic and unsulfured.  

õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęİďŝčöġûİğęěöŖčİğčĩĖěċĩĸİõĨĈüĦõõĦėıďėėĭď
ġŖġĖİďŝččĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖİĒīĸġĎėĨĲĔø� ĲĈĖİýĒĦĤčĽĹĦĉĦę

ċėĦĖöĦěċĩĸĞŕûĐęİĞĩĖĴĕŕĈĩĉŕġĞĬöĔĦĒİġĦİĞĩĖİęĖ�ıĉŕõęĥĎ
ĴĈŖĊĭõĕĦěĦûöĦĖġĖĭŕĎčþĥĹčöġûþĭİďġėřĕĦėřİõĉċĩĸİėĦğĦÿīĹġ 
ĴĈŖĞĤĈěõ�ıĉŕõęĥĎõęĦĖİďŝčěŕĦõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĕĦõøĬćøŕĦ 
ığęŕûöġûıėŕČĦĉĬıęĤĞĦėġĦğĦėčĦčĦþčĨĈċĩĸĒīþĈĭĈÿĪĕ 
İöŖĦĴďčĥĹč�õęĥĎĊĭõöĦĖĳğŖİďŝčġĦğĦėĞĥĉěřİĞĩĖıċč�ıĉŕĖĥûĈĩ 
ċĩĸøĬćøŕĦċĦûĞĦėġĦğĦėüĦõõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęİďŝčċĩĸėĭŖüĥõĕĦõöĪĹč� 
ĲĈĖİýĒĦĤġĖŕĦûĖĨĸûõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĴĈŖüĦõõĦėĐęĨĉčĽĹĦĉĦę 
ċėĦĖöĦě�O�
ūŭ	���ū��%
ū��Ų�P�õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĕĩ 
øĬćĔĦĒċĩĸĈĩıęĤċėûøĬćøŕĦċĦûĞĦėġĦğĦėĕĦõċĩĸĞĬĈ�

�¼�¦ĬÏ¼ĥ¼±Ĥ¿ĥú·µÂ�¬¼ª·®ú¼�Ê¯����
ĈĩĉŕġİĞŖčĐĕ� ��õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦę� 3�ğčŕěĖ�

ĎėĨĲĔø�4�þŖġčĲĉŗĤ�ĕĩċġûıĈûġĖĭŕĊĪûėŖġĖęĤ�
36�öġûøŕĦ�*�!�OďėĨĕĦćĞĦėġĦğĦėċĩĸıčĤčĽĦ
ĳğŖĎėĨĲĔøĳčıĉŕęĤěĥčP� ÿĪĸûċġûıĈûİďŝčıėŕČĦĉĬ 
ċĩĸĞĽĦøĥā�ĕĩİďďĴċĈřĳčõĦėĞėŖĦûþĥĹčĐĨěċĩĸöġûİĞŖčĐĕ

ĳğŖĕĩĞĬöĔĦĒċĩĸĈĩ� ĈĥûčĥĹč�õĦõĎėĨĲĔøõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęĕĩĞŕěčþŕěĖ
õĦėĎĽĦėĬûİĞŖčĐĕ�þŕěĖĳğŖİĞŖčĐĕĳčİĒĜþĦĖûġõöĪĹčĳğĕŕ�ıęĤ
þŕěĖĳğŖĞĩĐĕõęĥĎĞĭŕĞĩİĈĨĕĴĈŖġĩõĈŖěĖ

ĞĦėĳğŖøěĦĕğěĦčċĩĸďęġĈĔĥĖĉŕġĐĭŖďŐěĖİĎĦğěĦč���
õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęĉŕĦûüĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęċėĦĖĉėûċĩĸĕĩøŕĦĴõęÿĩĕĨõĲğęĈċĩĸ 
77�ÿĪĸûİďŝčĞĦėĳğŖøěĦĕğěĦčıċččĽĹĦĉĦęċĩĸĈĩĉŕġĐĭŖďŐěĖ 
İĎĦğěĦč�ıęĤĐĭŖċĩĸĉŖġûõĦėğęĩõİęĩĸĖûĔĦěĤčĽĹĦĉĦęĳčİęīġĈĞĭû 
čġõüĦõčĩĹ�õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦę� 3�ğčŕěĖĎėĨĲĔøĴĕŕĕĩĴöĕĥčġĖĭŕİęĖ� 
ıęĤĕĩĒęĥûûĦčİĒĩĖû�54�ıøęġėĩĸİċŕĦčĥĹč�õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęüĪûİğĕĦĤ 
õĥĎĐĭŖċĩĸęĈčĽĹĦğčĥõġĩõĈŖěĖ�

ĖĦėĤĎĦĖġĖŕĦûĈĩ���õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęİďŝčĖĦėĤĎĦĖČėėĕþĦĉĨ� 
þŕěĖĳğŖėĤĎĎöĥĎĊŕĦĖĈĩöĪĹčõĦėċĽĦûĦčöġûęĽĦĴĞŖõķĈĩöĪĹč

ġĬĈĕĴďĈŖěĖČĦĉĬİğęķõ� ��õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęĞġûþŖġčþĦ 
ĕĩČĦĉĬİğęķõġĖĭŕĊĪûėŖġĖęĤ� 35^4� öġûøŕĦ�*�!�ÿĪĸûėŕĦûõĦĖ 
öġûİėĦĉŖġûõĦėČĦĉĬİğęķõİĒīĸġčĽĦĞŕûġġõÿĨİüčĴďĖĥûİÿęęř 
İĕķĈİęīġĈ� ĐĭŖċĩĸİďŝčĲėøĲęğĨĉüĦû� OėěĕĊĪûĞĉėĩĕĩøėėĔřP 
õĦėėĥĎďėĤċĦčõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦę� 3N4�þŖġčĲĉŗĤĉŕġěĥč� üĤĈĩĉŕġ 
ĞĬöĔĦĒİďŝčġĖŕĦûĖĨĸû

ĕĩıøęİÿĩĖĕ�ıęĤıĕõčĩİÿĩĖĕĞĭû� ��õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦę 
ĕĩıėŕČĦĉĬċĩĸĕĩďėĤĲĖþčřĉŕġõĦėĈĭĈÿĪĕöġûėŕĦûõĦĖĲĈĖČėėĕþĦĉĨ�
ėŕĦûõĦĖöġûİėĦĉŖġûõĦėıĕõčĩİÿĩĖĕüĽĦčěčĕĦõİĒīĸġċĩĸüĤ
ĈĭĈÿĪĕıøęİÿĩĖĕüĽĦčěčĕĦõ�ıėŕČĦĉĬċĥĹûĞġûþčĨĈþŕěĖĈŖĦč
õĦėİüėĨāİĉĨĎĲĉıęĤõĦėĒĥĆčĦõĦėöġûõėĤĈĭõ�ďėĤĲĖþčř
İğęŕĦčĩĹċĽĦĳğŖõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęİďŝčİõėĦĤďőġûõĥčĲėøõėĤĈĭõĒėĬč
ıęĤĲėøõėĤĈĭõġīĸčĶ�

ığęŕûėěĕıėŕČĦĉĬġīĸčĶ���õĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęĕĩıĕûõĦčĩĞ�
OþŕěĖĳčõĦėĞėŖĦûĒęĥûûĦčüĦõĲďėĉĩčıęĤøĦėřĲĎĴĢİĈėĉP�ĕĩ
ĲĒıċĞİÿĩĖĕOĕĩĎċĎĦċĞĽĦøĥāĳčõĦėþŕěĖİğęīġėĤĎĎďėĤĞĦċ
ıęĤõėĤĎěčõĦėğĈĉĥěöġûõęŖĦĕİčīĹġP�ĕĩěĨĉĦĕĨčĎĩ8�OþŕěĖ
İğęīġĈŖĦčõĦėċĽĦûĦčöġûĞĕġûıęĤĐĨěğčĥûP�ıęĤĖĥûĕĩÿĩęĩİčĩĖĕ
ĞĦėĉŖĦčġčĬĕĭęġĨĞėĤċĩĸĞĽĦøĥā�ġĩõĈŖěĖ

ěĨČĩĳþŖõĦõčĽĹĦĉĦęİďŝčġĦğĦėİĞėĨĕċĩĸĈĩċĩĸĞĬĈ�øīġ�ĐĞĕ
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 www.caseih.com - international@caseih.com

The high performance provided by Case IH sugarcane harvesters results from over 50 years of product research and 
development, and millions of dollars in investment to offer advanced solutions to farmers. Committed to the evolution of 
the global sugar/alcohol sector, Case IH sugarcane harvesters not only provide high productivity and reliability, but also 
contribute to deliver a raw material according to precise industry speci! cations.

CASE IH SUGARCANE HARVESTERS

HEAV Y-DUTY, HIGH-QUALITY
CANE-HARVESTING PERFORMANCE.

MORE EFFICIENCIES LESS FUEL
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Product And Technology News

In the last decade, energy 
demand in Thailand has 
increased rapidly as a result 
of economic expansion and 

population growth. In a country 
where agriculture remains 
the primary source  of income 
and the land is richly endowed 
with natural resources, biomass 
is a promising option for renew-
able energy. The key sources 
of biomass in Thailand are 
sugar cane, rice and wood 
wastes, so that agro-industry 
is the business that more than 
others can help meet domestic 
energy needs while providing 
substantial environmental 
benefits. 

New Holland Agriculture is a brand of CNH 

Industrial that through its Clean Energy Leader 

strategy is helping farmers around the world to 

unlock the considerable energy potential that can 

be found on farms. The brand’s commitment to 

renewable energy has been recognized by numerous 

pioneering initiatives on farming technology for 

biomass, such as the Cane Trash Baling project 

developed in Thailand just a few months ago. 

The ongoing project, based in the northern 

region of the country is driven by local sugar 

manufacturer KTIS Groups’ focus on the re- 

utilization of sugar cane trash for combustion from 

agricultural residues. Existing sugar cane mills in 

Thailand currently generate electrical power with 

bagasse, the fibrous residue left over after milling 

the cane. However, with growing rural demand 

of electricity and mills’ growing requirement for 

additional sugar cane related products, sugar 

mills are being encouraged to produce more from 

existing generation and even to sell to the national 

grid. Bagasse alone is not su!cient to generate this 

much electricity, and cogeneration with cane trash 

and bagasse is an attractive solution that has the 

potential of becoming one of the most successful 

renewable energy option for the future.

The Cane Trash Baling project used four 

New Holland T7060 tractors pulling BigBaler 

1270 units to bale the sugar cane trash – and 

turning it into bales of energy. Two were put to 

work in Uttardait province where KTIS run one 

of its mills, Thai Identity, and two in Nakhon Sawan, 

where another of the company’s mills, Kaset Thai, 

is located.The project used also TD5. 100 tractors 

and wheel rakes.

Overall, the BigBalers 1270 worked 

tirelessly producing over 84,000 bales in about 

3 months. Thanks to this outstanding performance 

obtained from the New Holland balers, a remarkable 

total of over 30,000 tonnes of trash bales were 

delivered to the mills, resulting in the potential 

generation of 21,000 mW/h of energy. These 

numbers clearly show the extraordinary 

productivity and profitabi l i ty the New 

Holland BigBalers can deliver to the end 

customer. 

The project with KTIS Group in Thailand 

came on the back of successful projects New 

Holland has conducted around the world, having 

identified early on the potential of biomass as 

an energy source. 

New Holland has focused on developing 

technologies and products to help farmers grow 

and harvest biomass, biofuels crops and crop 

residues to generate energy, and this continues 

to be one of the four pillars of its Clean Energy 

Leader strategy, Growing Energy.

The Brand is present in Thailand, with 

o!ces in Bangkok, and a distributor. One of the 

first manufacturers to introduce western hay and 

forage machinery in the country, New Holland 

has a broad product o"ering- including solutions 

for smaller scale trash baling such as small square 

balers BC5000 and wheel rakes DuraVee - and 
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today holds leading positions in the Country’s 

tractor segment.

New Holland Big Baler 
1270

The New Holland next generation BigBaler 

range has set a new benchmark in the professional 

baling segment. The capacity increase of up to 

20% they deliver*, together with up to 5% denser 

bales*, significantly raise the levels of productivity 

and profitability. Cutting edge features such as 

the all-new MaxiSweep™ pick-up and enhanced 

pre-compression chamber crop flow monitoring 

have been combined with proven features 

like Double Knot technology to o"er a baling 

performance without equal to professional hay 

and forage operations, straw contractors serving 

biomass or livestock customers, and large scale 

arable farmers.

The BigBaler 1270 produces bales of 

120x70cm. Crop-to-crop flexibility has been 

engineered by design, and the BigBaler 

guarantees the same levels of high performance 

both in conventional crops and non-traditional 

crops such as sugar cane and maize stoves, 

perfect for the growing biomass sector.

It features a crop processing system with 

three packer forks directly feeding the crop into 

the pre-compression chamber for long, unbroken 

straw or hay. The densest bales, perfect for the 

biomass sector, are produced by CropCutter™ 

models. The ‘W’ pattern rotor is specifically 

designed for each baler and o"ers a configurable 

chop length. It also features a removable knife 

drawer for easy maintenance and o"ers tailored 

knife configurations. The BigBaler 1270 comes 

with 15 knives that can be individually regulated 

to fine tune the chop length. 

The BigBaler’s proven pre-compression 

chamber technology has been further enhanced 

by the introduction of SmartFill™ feed flow 

indicators. This system uses a network of sensors to 

monitor the flow of crop into the chamber. This 

information is displayed on the IntelliView™ 

IV in-cab monitor, so that the operator can see 

if the crop is being evenly fed. 

The all-new, heavy duty gearbox, has 

enabled a 14% increase in the plunger speed for 

higher throughput into the bale chamber which 

means that higher ground speed is now possible. 

This o"ers a significant productivity improvement 

when working in moisture-sensitive crops. 

New Holland has pioneered double knot 

technology for over 25 years, and its unswerving 

commitment to continuous development has 

resulted in a segment-leading knotting performance. 

The upgraded knotting shields ensure that the 

knotter stays free from debris to prevent costly 

miss-ties. In addition, three fans have been 

precision placed to automatically blow away any 

debris before they clog the system.

For operation in the most extreme conditions, 

such as when baling maize stovesor cane trash, 

an optional air blow o" kit can be specified. This 

automatic system, controlled via the IntelliView™ 

IV monitor, automatically directs a high speed 

air jet to further enhance cleaning performance.

New Holland knows that safety is fundamental: 

when operators are under pressure to  bring the crop 

home in prime condition, short cuts can be fatal. 

That is why it has developed a unique safety 

system that only allows the front shield to be 

opened when the baler is completely stationary: 

when the PTO has been deactivated and when the 

flywheel brake has been engaged. 

New Holland has been leading the big baler 

segment for over 25 years, introducing a string 

of pioneering products. In line with all New 

Holland flagship harvesting products, the BigBaler 

1270 is a perfect combination of styling, performace 

and safety. In the competitive market place bale 

quality can be the deciding factor when lucrative 

hay or biomass contracts are up for grabs. With 

the BigBaler, you’ve got an in-built quality 

guarantee.
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Show Preview of World Sugar Expo

World Sugar Expo 2015, Thailand 
held every year is one of the 
world’s largest specialized 

sugar and bioethanol technology 
event that brings together an in-
ternational congregation of 
sugar companies and also its 
supporting industries gathered in the 
capital city of Bangkok, Thailand to 
showcase the latest developments 
in the world sugar and bioethanol 
industry.

Highlights Of World 
Sugar Expo & Conference 2015
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World Sugar Expo 
& Conference 2015 
28 – 29 October 2015  
Hall  101 
BITEC, Bangna, Thailand.
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Fbi In Action

FBI Thailand was present once the both of largest 
Sugar event at Indonesia and Vietnam. The Indonesia 
largest Sugar event on 15-16 April Sugarex Indonesia 2015 
at Surabaya, Indonesia and in the Vietnam largest Sugar 
event on 10-11 June Sugarex Vietnam 2015 at Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam. It was a pretty busy period for our team 
which was distributing the Sugar Asia Magazine.

The magazine was well received by stakeholders in the Sugar industry and distributed 
to more than 2000 Sugar professionals during the event keep in tabs with the industry.

S u g a r e x 
I n d o n e s i a 
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S u g a r e x 
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FBI Thailand was 
once again actively 
circulating.
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SUGAREX Indonesia 2016
Date: 16-17 March 2016
Country & City: Indonesia, Surabaya
Venue:  Grand City Convex
Web: www.sugarindo.com

World Sugar Expo 2015
Date: 28-29 October 2015
Country & City: Thailand, Bangkok
Venue:  BITEC
Web: www.worldsugarexpo.com

SugarEx India 2015
Date: 26-27 November 2015
Country & City:  India, Pune
Venue: Auto Cluster Exhibition Center
Web: www.sugarex.in

SUGAREX Vietnam 2016
Date: 20-21 July 2016
Country & City: Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City
Venue: Military zone 7 Indoor Sports Complex
Web: www.sugarvietnam.com

Sugar Exhibitions 
              Calendar

“Break Into South-East Asia’s Sugar Industry!”

2015-2016
International Sugar Technology Exhibitions 
Dedicated to South-East Asia’s Sugar Producing Countries !“ ”

SUGAREX Philippines 2016
Date: 12-13 May 2016
Country & City: Bacolod, Negros, Philippines
Venue:  SMX Convention Centre
Web: www.philsugar.com

SUGAREX Colombia 2016
Date: 12-13 October 2016
Country & City: Colombia, Cali
Venue:  Centro de Eventos, Valle del Pacifico
Web: www.sugar-colombia.com
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Demier Co., Ltd
Khonburi Sugar Public Company Limited
Real Soluplus Co.,Ltd. 
Robert Bosch Limited
Shooporn Wiwat Co.,Ltd
Siemens Limited
World  Sugar Conference Thailand 2015
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